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Choosing_ and Using Phonograph'' Records for 19-Csicad
RelaterlActivities'has been planned, developed, and .w en by_Liane

Summerfield, Information-Materials Assistant Imam AARPER Physical Riluati--
and Recreation for thej Handicapped Infortation and Research Utilization
Center.,

tion, Retreat

Responses of all children to music are tremendous; young children are
often the most responsive. Each of us is governed by both internal_ and ex-
ternal rhythmic cycles. Becanse-an individual is confined to a whee chair,
uses crutches, is in braces,- or is bedfast 'does not reduce interest n

music and rhythmical activities. In fact many impaired, disabled an handi-
capped individuals oftenierfori skIlls and tasks with music'Nthat are not
acconplishePwithout vocal support or instrumental background.

Although this publication deals with choosing and using honor
records, many'adaptations and applications are possible according to reach
user's background, interests, expertences,,a4d abilities. For exatnp

records with verbal instructions can'be used to aquaint leaders and e chers
with activities, Methods, and, sequences Other instrumental accompa-im ntJ
can be supplied with piano, banjo, guitar,accordion, harmonica, or urc

day hit records. Certain instrumental re65rds can be slowed down so that
more time is'given for children--especially the very young cir-those ith

different handicapping-conditions--to perform movements or patterns Musical
and rhythmic activities can be ends in Zhemselves or means to'''ends4,-*

This publication has been designed as a basic resource for teat ers,-
leaders, aides, volunteers, parents, or participants themselves.. Cu delines
ate presented to assist each reade in choOsthg,'us.ing, and eating
phonograph records. Some specific suggestions are provided regardin: use
of records with impaired, disabl-- and handicapped individuals. It should
be noted that,very feurof these nograph records have been- develop -d
specifically for use with special opulations.;For the most part,
these are records designed for chit ren of different chronological acs
and functional level's.' Application of 'these basic criteria has resulted
successful use of all listed record with children having various Eridi-
capping Conditions in a variety of rogram setting

Individual sections of this publica
rhythms, movement exploration, dance'
and development, and physical fitnes
help users locate records quickly an
effective means of cross-referencing.
record vendors and an alphabetical li

the

for

ion foAs on general music a d
ceptual-motor and motor skips
A complete topical index should

efficiently as well as provide
Appendices: contain listings of

f all records in this publication.

in

As new phonograph records are role sed, they will be reviewed by:
staff of AA] -PER Unit on Programs for the RandiCapped and IRUC as has-s
future additions to this publication, Readers are encouraged to send



information about phonograph records found -'effeetive and used

successfully with individuals having various handicapping COnditions. Your
evaluation, input, and reactions to this publi tion,in general and specific
seetions.ln particular are solicited and welcomed at any time. Direct all
comments to Consultant, Prograins.for the Handicapped, Al*HPERi 2 116th

t

Street, N. V., Washington, D. C:, 20036.

We are indebted to Diane Summerfield fora difficult k ex-

pertly done. Each of us will-find this publication a handyl_and- luabl
resource to assist in providing higher qualify physical education recre-

ation, rhythn, dance,'ancLrelated activity programs foi everyone; s-

pecially impaired, disqled: andhandicapped'children and youth. T 0--

who gain the most will.te partictpaTut themselves in these prograMs. To

the end of building great cathedrals ofcthe spirit' one stone at a tie by
reaching oft, helping, caring, and doing'for others, this publication is
respectfully dedicated.

Julian U. Stein, Consultant
.

Programs for the Hanclicaplyed
American Alliance for Health,

Physical Educations and
Recreation 4r

WashingtOn, D. tv. 20036
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CHOOSING AND USING RECORDS

a

Records have always been used physical education and recreation
,programs. and have become increasing y popular in recent years,- SZve,eal
very practical factors have contributed toward this trend. TheRmeSt
obvious factor IS thatusing'records."freas the-teacher/activity leader to
participate directly, with the group, acting as a model and a demaristra
This is particularly impotan when a large number of participant's are in
the group and' there is only one teacher orjeader, which .mems to be more !

the mile than the exceptiOn today. An.additional facitor contributing
greater'use of records is that this allows th'e teacher/leader to provide
music activities brmmsical acCompaniment to activities when He or slip
does not play a musical instrument and cannot carry a tune! Some other'

reasons for using records in physical education and recreation inaude:

Exposing participants to different kinds ormusic than just'.
what the teacher/leader ta,play or 'sing.

Involving participants in various Ac-indg.rcf,detivitl.es (for
example, physical fitness,,MusicalgaAes,, motoV,development),,
even though-the teacher/leader does riot have expeetise in these
areas; this is ccomplish0 by using records drat have verbal
instruction8 accompanying the music.

Providing opportunities- for participation in activities when
the teacher/leader is not preSent (only if participants are old
enough and responsible enough to use a record player ithout
Supervision, how6ver).

4 r
The majordisadvantage to using records -i's-:quite obviousone cannot!

usually listen to a record until it -has been purchased. The activity
leader or physical education teacher has to rely almOst totally' on
,descriptions frbm catalogs, notes on the record cover, brahstracts in.,
publications such as this to make a decision. Too often attractiveness..
of the record, cover or catalog or price--o the retord are criteria use
for selection. Although liste4ng to the record is the-besCway to
'determine its usefulness, potekial record buyers might also consider
the following suggestions for choosing records, which are perhaps', more.
realistic than attempting to hear a record before purchase:- .

Look In the ref,eren!ce section of several music books-for
suggested records-.

Consult collo.ogues as to records which they have found to be
particularly snccessfhl in their programs.

Look at the songs tunes that,are on the recerd-7does,your
gro,up know or like any of these, or have you ever heard of any
of "-them,



Try to .determine if the albilm,.comeswith am,instructional mandal
r some instructions for teachers /leaders; if-possibn, fr.eview

a copy of the instructional manual as -it will tell aBOut the
record in more, detail. .

Beware of record descrfptions liberally salted iWi'llvterms like

fun, exciting, challea ink, which do not give actual information
DTI the content of th_ reco ' -

.Doilpt'chosse only those records adverr.ised as being ft
exceptional children to use,inprograms involVing irdiVidUals
with %handicapping conditions.,

Before looking forlecords, deternine:exact11,16abkiild§
activities the records.0q11 be. accompanying (rhythmic.,ac

peractlie play, finger games),.thevehooseirdcoords
Accordingly, payldg particular attentio-n to Wy; - s in the

titles and descriptions. .

Do.not hesitate to-use a song or tune that seems to have
potential for accompaaylng .a physical activity even though
it may be on a classicl_or jat alb= and not on-'a record ,
from a classroom record company.

This publication concentrates. on records that caa be used for - general - -.

music, movement exploration, dance,iperceptual and motor,development, and
physical fitness activities with individual's of all ages and abilities.
The 181 records listed'aad abstract4d here are repiesentative of very good'
records currently. available today, for physical education and recreation
use. 'These records are not neqessarilyithe best; in
probably be .impossible to determirm thelbest.reco4= sale today for

physical education and recreation_ RecOrds were selected on the basis
of (1) applicability to physical educati7oa,wrecreatioa, and related
activity areas; (2) use of a particular style of music, activity, -or
approach'; whether the style be traditional or, new and -unique; (3) variety

0.f.,purpose--some and educational-, some are therapeUtic,. some primarily
diversional;' and (4) representation of numerous record creators, so
individuals using this publication can become familiar with tbe names olf
people creating records for physiealeducation'and recreation today.-

in rising this publication, readers should note,that all 181 records
have been organized into sections according to -their ma.jor'grea of emphasis --
General Music-, Songs, ane-RaythmS;',6vement Exploration; Dance; Perceptual-

.

Motor.and Moeor Skills and` Development; and Physical Finless. However, -..

recognizing that most records multi-Purpose, an index is included on
page 11 to assist in locating records that'can'be used for activities other
than the major aka ot, emphasis. Included with each record abstract' pis

basiciinfoTmation about the record--size speed, price, arid-number of

records in'} set (if it is a set). Prices of records should be regarded
as approximate, since a priceincrease.m'hgve occurred since -original
research was undertaken. For the sake okbrevity, record vendors are



identified by symbols; complete nades and addresses.of'vendors may !be
found on page-85.

.

Ideally, readers will use this publication as a guide to Locating and
sung records for physical education, reoreatidn, and related activities.
For individuals who do not have time to search through catalogs, this is
a brief and handy source of record ties; other individuals will use this
ad a beginning point for locating several record creators and record
companies. Whatever .the reason for corisulting this publication, it v.i111
soon, become apparent that the convenience and joy of using records are
available to everyone and may provide a welcome addition to any program.

Jg



A I RD *ABOUT USING RECORDS IN
PROGRAMS\ FOR FIANDICAPM INDIVIDUALS

4

Records should he'ehoserC\and used in the same way when programs involve
handicapped individuals As the are whenmgrams involve only non-handi-
capped participants. Handicapped individuals enjoy the Salle variety of
recordsas their non-handioappe_ peers.

oat freuuentl it is the a& ivi not the record, that must be ada ted
to'acconmo ation b ' =rsons with var in abilities. Because this
publication does not deal with activities, adaptations, or principles of
programing, a listing of pFtinent esources has been compiled to aid the`
teacher Or leader who wishes to rea about methods of including handicapped

..

persons in various music activities. ,

Periodicals

New Braille Musician (bimo-

Braille Musical Magazihe (monthly

Music Journal- (8 rprm rigid disc; lF per yea

All available from= Library .f CongresS.
Division or the Blind and Physically.

Handica ped
Washingt D. C.-, 20542-

Educators Journal (9 per yea_ r
1902 Association Drive
Reston, Virginia 22091

NAM Newsletter and Journal of usic Therapy
National Association for Music Therapy N

P. O. Box 610
Lawrence, Kansas 66044'

Books

Alvin, Juliette. Music for the Handicapped Child.
Oxford University Press, 1965.

New York,

r

York:

Antey, John W= Bing and Learn: Simple Songs and .Rhyt That Retarded
Children Can En'oy While Lenrnin= Basic Lessons. New I'ork,'New
Yuri: The John Day Company, 1965.

alley, Philip. They an Make Music. New Yoric

University Press (200 Madi4On Avenue, 1001

51

New York:

1973.

Oxford



Barlin, Anne, andJpaul Barlin. 222E±=AIolklqag. Bowmar Publishing, 1974.
4

Birkenshaw, Lois. Music, for Fun, Music for earnin Toronto, Ontario,

Canada: ,Holt, Rinehart and Winston of _anade,.Ltd., 1974.

.

Canner, Norman. and a rimeto Dance. Boston, Massachnset s: Prayg,

Inc. (8 Arlington Street, 02116), 1975.

Clark, Carol Ev Rhythmic Activities for the Classr000rn. Dansville, New
Inc. (14437), 1969. 'York: The instrdctor Publications,

Cole, Frances Music for Children with S ecial Needs. Glendale,:

Bowmar Publishing Company (Box 3023 91201), 1 65.

Coleman, Jack et al. Music Exce-tional Children. Evanston,

Illinoii: Summy-Birchard mpany'(1834' Ridge Avenue, 60204), 1964.

.

Deaver, Mary Jo. Sound and Silence: Developmental Learnin for

Children Throinh Pikesville, Kentucky: Curriculum Develop=
'went and` Research, Inc, (211 Bank Street, 41501)0' 1975.

Gast E. Thayer. Musici New York, New York: The Macmillan

Company, 1968.

Glass*,,,Ngnry "Buzz", Action Time with Stor Chant, and Rh-me Vol. One.

Hayward, California: Alameda County School Department (224 West
Winton Avenue', 94544).,:197_

Hill, Kathleen. Dance for,Phys -all- Disabled Persons: A Manual for

Teachirr Ballroom, Dances to Users of Wheelchairs

and Crutches. Washington, D. kAHFER (1201 16th Street,

20036), 1976.

oAck, Betty. How to Reai

American Printing floes
085, 40206).

aille Music' Louisville,tentucky: Th

or the Blind (1039 Frankfort Avenue, Box

Mason, Kathleen Criddle, editor'. Darke Therapy: Focus ldon Dande

Washington; D. C.: AAHPER (1201 16th Street, N. 20036); 1974.

Mills, Sherry R. Fun with Instruments: An Instrumental Method for

the Special Child. (Individual books available on Recorder,
Clarinet, Guitar, Piano, Drum, Chord Organ, Accordion, Trumpet).
Colorado Springs, Colorado: Author (2220 Glenwood Circle, 80909

dan, Jennifer. Talley. They Can Sing Too: Rhythm for the Deaf.

Leavenworth, Kansas: Jenrich Associates, 1971.

\

Robins, Ferris, and Jennet Robins. Educational Rhythmics for Mentally

andThsi_i_-Handicapped Children. New Yo,Fk, New York: Horizon

Press, 1965.

C

Jo



Sjecher, Miriam B., and Hugh McElheny. Joy_and Learning Thit5u&Music
and veMent 1m roviaations. New York, New York: The Macmillan
Company 19724-

Vobal and Instrumental Music for the Men 1- etardbd.. Conway,
Arkansas:, ,Arkansas Children's Colony. 31 pages. :Available front
JRUCPLAMPER, 1201 160CStreet, N. W. Washington, D. C,, 20036.
$3.10.

Articles

_

Brick, Rose Marie. u Eurhythmics: One Aspect of Audition."' Volta
Review 75: 3: 155-160; March 1973.

Erickson, Lo raine B. "Keyboard Fun for Quadriplegics." Rehabilitation
Gaikt= 15:: 23-25; 1972.

"Piano Playing as a Hobbylfor Children with Problem Hands."
Inter - Clinic Information Bulletin 11: 6: 6 -17; March 1972.

"Never Say 'Yom Can't Do That' to an Amputee " Inter Clinic

Information Bulletin 13: 10: 1315; July 1974.

Fahey, Joan Dahms, and Lois Birkenshaw. "Bypassirig the Ear: The

Perception of Music by Feeling and Touching." .Music Educators
Journal 58: 8 44-49, 127-128; April 1972. 1

Hecox, Bernadette; Ellen Levine; and; Diana Scott. "A Report, on the

-'Use of Dan'ce.in Physical Rehabilitation: Every Body Has,a Right
to Feel Good." Rehabilitation Literature 30: 1: 11-15;Japury
1975,

Herlein, Doris G. "Music Reading for the Sightless' Braille Notation."
Music Educators Journal 62: 42-45; September 1975.

Herron, Carole Jane. "S Effects of Instrumental Music Training on
Cerebral Palsied Cli dren." Journal iifMusii 7: 1:
55-58; Summer 1970,

Lorenzen, Hans, and Ernst -JAL " "no Music for the One7Handed with
qZemarks on the RoleX Art in ehabilitation.'" American Corrective
Therapy Journal 28: 1: 11-23; January- February 1974.

Mailhot, Alice. "Mus4c 1 Instruments for Upper-Limb Amputees." inter-

Clinic information Bulletin 13: 10: 9-12; July 1974.

Mills, Sherry Rae. "Band for the Trainable Child." Education and
Training of the Mentally Retarded.10: 4: 268-270; December 1975.

"Music in Special Education." Music Educators 4ournal 5B: whole

issue; ApriL 1972.



Stern, Virginia. qhey, Shall Have Music. Volta Review 77; 8: 495
500; November 1975.

4

Szyman, Robert., "Square Dancing on Wheels." p2yI!111!ffIls2! 2: 4:.
5-7; November-December 1976.

'Wisher, Peter R. "Dance and ;the Pea
Educati ©n and Aecreatjon 40: 3:

" Journal. of Health Ph lcai
1; 1969.



CARE OF RECORD S

With a little simple care, a collection of reCords'can be preServed in
good condition for many years.

Cleaning

Commercially-prepared cloths or bruSheg can be purchased for keeping
records clean and,lintfree. Finger marks may be harmful to records; care
should thereforebe,taken to handle records by the edges only. Of course,
records should never be left lying around without paper covers -as a prevent -i.
measure against'dnst, dirt, 'and lint.

Storage

All record albums are 'old with records stored in paper covers inside
the cardboard album. Dortot,discard paper covers -they prev=ent records from
becoming scratched when stored. Records shout always be stored in an up
right position to prevent Warping.

Playing,

7,P
Nobody wants

records when playing them
Lu sera To lessen the chances of scratching

on a record player, follow these suggestions:

Always keep the record player oil a sturdy stand that cannot be
shaken if accidentally humped.

. Whenever practical , keep only one record at a time on the record
player. Records playing on top of other records do get scratched.

In manually lowering the needle onto a recOrd, lower the needle
as close as-possible to the record surface before letting it drop.

=Never allow small children to play records without adult super'
vision.

Keep the record player on a sturdy stand of table height if
individuals in wheelchairs will be changing records. This will
facilitate their use of records and prevent unnecessary accidents.



INDEX

This alphabetical index has been included to faciljtate locating records
that focus on specific-areas or concentrate on deveklopment of certain skills.
Numbers following each indexing tern refer to the number assigned `to each
record. Although records have been organized into sections accordi: to

major area of emphasis, they are number id sequentially throughout the
'publicatioQ:

General Music, rd Rhythms Numbers 1-54.

Movement Exploration-Numbers 95-79.

Drice-Numbers 8p-99.

Perceptual-Motor and Motor Skills and Development-Numbers 100-147.

Physic- I; Fit netio--Numbe: 148-181,

Action 2-9, 23, 24, 29, 32, 36, 37, 40, 55, 83, 84, 89, 94, 95, 131,
132 144. (See also Finger Carnes; Singing Games)

Agili --23, d4, 103, 108, 111, 112, 113, 116, 121, 126, 165. See alSo
Physical Fitness)

Art=-108

Auditory r 1611--10, 11, 12, 13,'14, 15, 20, 21, 22, 25, 1b, 27, 28,

34, 42, 46, 47, 48, 53, 61, 80, 81, 95, 98, 128, 145.
_(See also Listening-. Perceptual-Motor Development)

dauce--84, 100, 103, 108, 110, 113, 116, 119, 120, 121, '126, 136, 149,
160, 165, 173, 174. (See 'also,,also Physical Fitness)

Ball Skill---111, 112, 133, 14. (See alsca BounciMg; Catching; Throwing)

Body Awareness - -b, 10, 11, 15, 3t, 40, 48, _. 80, 81, 95, 100, 101, 102,
104,' 105, 106, 107, 110, 113, 115, 117, 119, 120, 125, 136.,
1g7,138, 139, 142, 147. (See also Perceptual Motor Develop-
meat) -71-

(s

Book ing- -126 e also Ball Skills

Cardiovascular Endurance--149, 151, 152, 155, 156, 159-, 162, 165, 175. (See

also Physical Fitness)

Catching -109 (See also Ball Skills)

Coordination-32, 84, 94, 97, 103, 107; 109, 111,.112, 126, 129, 139,,136,
140, 149, 157, 159, 164,-165, 166, 171, 172', 175. (See also
Physical Fitness)



also Gross Motor Skills

Daily Living_Skills--6, 46, 47, 48_

-Dance-43 -78, 80 81, 83, ,84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 89, 95, 97, 98, 99., 118, 144.

0 also Social_ Dance; Pne-dance skills)

Directionality -13, 14, 15, 36, 100, 101, 107, 114, 115, 126, 142. (See

also Perceptual-Motor Development)

Dranatics--11, 51, 52, 69, 74, 79. (See also Pantomimin )

Emotional jnent --63, 64, 74, 139- (See also Self-Concept)

Eye7Hand Coordination--21, 37, 109, 111, 112, 113, 124, 127, 133, 142. See

also Perceptual-Motor Development)

Fine Motor Skills-19, 24, 29, 3q, 49, 94, 102, 106, 107, 122, 123, 124, 125,

127. (See also Manual Dexterity)

Finger Flays -24, 29,'40, 122,.121, 143, (See also Singing (lames; Action

Canes),

Flexibility-84, LOU, 103, 14p, 129, 1.47, 157, 159, 1b1, 162, 167, 173, 174,

175, 1.76. (See also 'Physical Fitness)

lloplog--5 (se- also M Skills

(Ganles Action (_agues; Finger Plays, Singing Lames)
7

Grc_J!is Motor skills.' 2, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 14, 29, 1, 33, 4b, 47, 48,

49, 55, 70, 71,_ 73, 77, 79, 160, 102, 103, 105, 101,

11108, 110, 113, 118, 125, 130, 131, 132, 134, 135, 136,
137, 138, 140, 141, 142, 146, 148, 149, 151, 152, 15_
154, 155, 156, 157, 158, 172, 175, 177, 178, 179, 180.
(See also Crawling; Jumping; Galloping; Marching;
Hopping; Skipping; Running`; Walking; Ball, Skills)

Health'Edueation--7, 11, 13, 25.

-Hopping--5, 83, 129, 144, 165. (See also Gress tot too Skills; Jumping)

JMnping--126, 129, 137, 144, 159. (See also Gross Motor Skills; Hopping)

Kinesthetic Perception - -36, 81, 101,-104, 110, 113, 114, 115,116,117,
119, 120, 121, 149. (See also Perceptual-Motor

Development)

]_,491;LI16,pyL9R1212.11:=3, 4, 24, 29, 33, 51, 52, 58, 59, h0, 62, 67, 68,

72, 73, 74, 76, 124, 128, 130, 146. (See also

Listening; Poetry;,,Self-ExiresEiion; Storytelling)

Laterality--36 48 , 100, 101,, 114, 115, 117, 125, 126, 142. (See also

Perceptual- Motor Development)

12



Listening --3,,, 33, 42, 44, 45, 31
I

52,, 58, 59, 60,,62, 67, 68, 72, 76,

128. (See also L nguage Development; Auditory Perception

Locornotot Oythms--2, 5, 9, 32, 39, 417, 43, 54-, 56, 57, 61, 75,-78,

83, 84, 86, 97, 98, 99, 131, 132; 134, 173, 141,
150, also Nontoconlotor Rhythms)

dal Dexterity--3D, 11,15, 106 109, 113, 122, A.:23, 1,24, 127, 142, 143,

(Se also Fi Motor Skills)

n_arch --39, 83, 126 137, 141 144,

Matheme -9

Motor Development Gros :_s tlu t Skills;
Motor Develop err

AuveMenL Ex lotaLloa 5, 1b, 7i, 31, 55, 56, 5/, 58, )9, 60, 61, 62, 63,

64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 6), 12, 7 3, 74, 75, 76, 77 , 78,

79, 108, 118, 130,

(See also [ rosy Motor Skills)

'kills; lirept_ndl-

nugcular Endarance--I49, 152, 15/1,, 159, 10(5, 1 su Physical

Fitness)

MULAIL_

L-1 Cr. L L .31 1I L ui

1C-1

,Ails)

1

19,

KhyLliAllo 1 Lu, 23 ,Is, iu. 3, 1t AK, J/,

38, 94, J7, 106, 109, 131,

(:?et- dlistl 1oi6m-1.or Rh L111115)

1,

Droffutics)

Li 1i df MLL L,,L 55, /i, 10 121 124, 12), 136, 1q c, 1//,

179, 180. also AoditoLy Perception;
Body Awarehess; Dtrecttonality; Eye-Hand
Coordination; Kinesthetic Pereeprion;
Laterality; Relaxation; Visual Perception)

Fitness --NU, 148, 149, 150, 151, 152, 153, 154, 155, 156, 157,

156, 159, 160, 161, 162, 163, 164, 165, 168, 169, 1/0,

173, 174, 177, 178, 179, 180. (See-lso Agility;
13i1 nee; _.-rdiuvascular Endurance; Coordiaaiicin; I

h1u1,cLil,1t Endurance; Posture Streuth)

Poetry-- also Lanpua,ge Development)
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Posture--147, 160, 171, 176, 181. (See a12o Physical Fitness)

Pre-Dance Skills-683, 85, 86, 04, 97, 9 126, 134,'141. {-See also Dancei

Social Dance)
3

Relaxation "138, L39, 147. (See also Perceptual-Motor Development)

Rhythms--(See

Running, - -75,

Safety EJucatlua --n, 31;

qSelf-Concept--6, 17, 2U, Zi, LL,

Develop-wont)

or Rhythms; Neal° or Rhythns)

126; 129. (See also (giloss M Skills)

-ExLs4nuSel pr

.111gin 1, 16, 2, 2/, 29,
Carnes; Finger Plays

75, 85, 86 129, 144, 159.

e also Enoilonal

la. -41, 12, 1 i, 14, 4 58, 59, 60, 62, t 7, 68, /2,

7o. (See also LauguNt

1/, 4u, 41, 49, 89-

e also Prc)ss Motor Development)

So,Aa1 L) L1 84 ',41 J2 j, 9c, --d

1, 2, o, 1 ts, 9, 111, 11 12, 1 1, .1,, 13, 1 /, 18 , 24, 2,
9 30 11, Leib, 54, 63, 64,

a l s o M(.4 App la Siugiug G 5)
0(A(1_()=_,11166 J1

1,t4Auame De-vel-pmcat)

62

:,-)1=I-66Lh 161, 100, lo/ 111, 1/4, _

11110w148- 1(JV Lt1, hall 51,111,0

Visual P

Walki121

-11

4

1'14

109, 111, 112, (See als,, P.2rc.=Iptal-Notot

oc, 12o, 129, 144
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RECORDS FOR GENERAL musfc, o AND RHYTHMS'

ReCords in this section include sing-altongs, singing and action games,
rhythmic activities with or without rhythm instruments, and musical stories
that can be listened to oracted-out, These types of records can also, con-
tribute to music appreCiation, music education-, -and learning play a
musical-instrument.

The majority of thesd record's Ire intended for, children under age
.twelve an'd present very bas -c singinC, rhythmic,, and musical skills. This

is not to say that 'such activities'shb id be elimknated fro recreational
and e,ducational programs for teenager at(14 _-. However,

_

childpen reach the age of twelve, th&prfer to.uSe _ore conbempora,ry.
music for singing, listening, and rhythms":and musical gamts become unso-
phisticated! Although no claAsical or' jazz records. are. included amo
these.abstracts, such records are always suttable for all ages, part*ularly,
for junior and senior high school and young adult music appreclation/dd
"cation. ,"- yd'

. Singing games and activities and rhythmic activities hali 'many values.

They encourage socialization and participation in a group actity, help
partivIpants to relax and release tensions, and promote movement"coi
boiy part that can move (it is v,irtually impassible to sing and-st still'-.)
Sags and musical activities, too, can reinforce OT aid the child ,_n learning
just about arrything, from health education to tilthematics. One of singing
most overlooked benefits is perhaps,-the most important- -it promotes language
development and corrocc speech. An individual Who has speech proy_em§ often
.feels Less threatened when Singing in a group and can thus develop skills
needed for speaking.

id Rounds, by Naijorle HaLsushita (1

AGE LEVELS: Early Childhood, Riudergarteu, Primary
USE: Songs, Singing Games, Pantomiming, Nonlocomocor Rhythm's
VENDOR: EA

The songs on illL-,S mlbu can be performed in limited space and without

equipment. Rout* are taught first,,and then sung in parts, accompanied
by simple actions These are useful for recreati -on periods,, rainy day
activities, or to break up the school day. Instructions and complelon
activity without. instructions are separated. Selections include:
"Sweetly Sings the Donkey," "Little Tommy Tinker," "Row, Rot, Row Y _

/

Boat," "The Damper Song," "Put Yodr linger the Air," and "Pumpkin

handicapping conditions can - participate with others.\5

Man." Sec au e total body movement is not required, c6ildren with
various level-

--,_
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2, Activity Songs (1 disc, 10 in., rpm) $5.98.

ACE LEVELS: Kindergarten, Primary
USE: ' Songs, gloss Notor Skills, Locomotor Rhythms, Nonlocomofcr

Rhythms
VENDOR! / R

Activilty Songs desig.ned,for creative rhythmic activities with
childreth The record contains songs !that deal with the make believe

--as weLl as the everyday exnetteno-es6f its users. Songs include:
"Cm Not Srnall," "The Bee Sony, "DancinekSong," "Chop ChootRain,"
"Pockets," "Lullabye," "Mouse in the Hotqe," ark "I See the Ocean.

Basic Action Poems, by Meter Vallettitti dis 12 in. 311 1/3 rpm)

AGE LEVEL.S:, Primate
USE Language Develo
VEND_ Co

c4

Self-Expression, teeing, Poetry'

1iti 16 Limo first of t two vu1 ucue serlos ut ptjas and stories compiled
4.1 by Pyter Valletutti especially for.exceptional children. the recording

conriiins an extensivt sampling of original classroOra-tested poems that
may "afi1orci each child an opportunity to participateiwithont penalty
and to correct, error& by observing responses of others in a group,
Social and lanwiaKe ski its may be developed through listening and
responding. This record is available Tr' type cassette For 0, aiid

a manual ac cumpani es both.

halc A,_-L14_ SLoilu

AGE LLVEin.
USE:

V C N (JK

vLauon,

Lan gnagc oe_vet.pmo,L

Storytellifap

Co

L lu, 33 1/3 tp110

_

The Se 4.4014 iva,t voldwv seil s or p lcmns and si.Jcies Lulllp it {_
Peter Valletutti for exceptional children, this recording contra

familiar and original stories, 13' carefully iniecLing specific
-participation activities into o familiar tale, the record aims to
Auld_ the Listener's interest over a longer period of time. Develop-
..

merit tlf social and Language skills are the goals of the stories.
This record is qi_so available on tape cassette for $5.00; a manual
accompanies barb.

Basic Rhythms d iS C, 11 t n'. 3.3 L /3 rpm) *(-3 (15.

AGE LEVELS%, Early Childhood.Kindergarte.n
USE:' Nostc Education, Locomotor Rhythns, Nontoconotor Witythms,

Walking, Skippiag., Galloping, Hopping, Movement Exploration
RAV ENDUR
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This album may be used to teach young children rhythms and music
appreciation.. Familiar tunes are\ fully orchestrated and have a well-
defined' heat. The album starts with clapping to establish a sense of
rhythm and proCeeds through a wide variety of rhythmic movements,
including the following: "Clapping Hands," "Arm Movements," Lunbering

o

Moynents," "Marching," "Swirtgine;" "Swaying," "Floating," "Flover
Interpretations," "Walking," '"Heayy Walking," "Bird Interpretations,".
""Trotting, " "Leaping," "Galloping," "Skipping," "Hopping."

Basic Songs for Exceptional Children Volume One (1 disc, i2 in
33 1/3 rpm) $5.95

AGE LEVELR: Kindergarten, Primary, Inter Mediate
USE: Songs, Body Awareness, Daily Living Skills, Self-Concept
VENDOR: L,

The uteri 3l in this album has been specifically created for its
effectiveness in contributing to the handicapped child's sense of
personal identity and body awareness and to assist him/her in
developing a haSic meaningful relationship to the environment_ There
are three Parts to the all*m: body concepts and self-identity,
time relationships andioquence's, and environmencal elc'perience_
The songs in the first'pArt are concerned with developing and
inforcing the concept of the self as an .entity and of the body age.

The songs in the second part help strengthen and develop the concepts
of past, present, future, units and divisions of time, Ad rcamber
associations and seasons. The third part-finvobres'concepts or
around daily environmental experiences. Songs include ''What's Inside
of Me," "Knees, Knees, Knees," "Ten Little Fingers," "Sounds tdj!
Sing," and "I Am Me." A manual accortOanies the album, which is also
available on tape cassette

basic Song Lxceptional Children V. use Two disc, 12 in.,

33 1/3 rpm) $5.95.

AC LEVELS: Kidder
USE_

VENDOE:' L

cn Plimdry, l"atehmediate

1th Education

flu is album includes three gro ss of songs: cleanliness, foucd, and

aatLvity. The songs in the first group serve as an adjunct to re-
inforcing body concepts in association with personal cleanliness;
such songs may give children an opportunity for controlled disT
cession of such concepts'as keeping clean and the transmission
illnesses. Croup two songs stress the key concept that a variety
of foods are required to meet nutritional needs and that different
foods have different values. The third group includes songs which
contrast aspects of active play with quiet rest and sleep. Some songs

on this album are: "We've Got to Get Clean ," "Meat or Eggs of Fish,
and "Run and Play." The album is also available on tape cassette; a
manual_ accompanies both.
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Basic S- s io _al Children,.Volume 'Three (1 disc, 12 in
33 lij rpm

AGE LEVELS: Kinderwten, Pribary, Interne te

USE: Songs, Body Awareness
VENDOR:

The material in this album presents- a physical activity approach to
the habilitation and rehabilitation of exceptional children. The song's

are based upon modern'clevelopmental theory and - research indicating. that
both awareness and functiofis of the body proceed sequentially. Thus
the songs are also arranged sequentially, with earlier ones concerning
development ofra general awareness of body image and later ones
specifically idehtifying body parts and functions 'This alimin is

suitable for a classrociM, motor develppmerit program or recreatioal
activity. Songs include "Shiver and Sluice," "March, March, March,"
"The Toe Song," "Right, Left, Right, Left,' and "They All Make L.--
A manual accompanies the record, which is also available on tape,
cassette.

9. Danc ing Numerals , bye emar: ilailunn (I disc, 12 in-, 33 L/3 rpm ) *7.95

AGE LEVELS:. Early Childhood, Kindergarten,
USE': Mathematitt, Songs, Action Cares
VENDOR: EA

a ry

These action songs, chauts, and games are designed tu re ['force math
concepts in classes for young children. They supplement the matt)
program by involving children in mathematics- related rhythmic,
manipulative, and repetitive activities. Concepts covered by this
album include counting 14 forward and reverse order, basic geometric
shapes, addition, subtraction, drawing, numerals, noney value,
commutativitY, and s s. Children can choreograph the songs therirse!1-
with appropriate mov ments, or they can follow directions given by a

leader using the acc npauying guidce. The guide=has music and words,
a statement of the math xoncepts rimforced by a given song, and
suggested movements a d variations.

Developing Everyday Skills Through Movenent and Stings for Early Childhood
and Special Education: y7016, by Wilji" Janiak (1 disc, 12 in.,
33 1/3 rpm) $6.50.

AGE LEVELS: Early Childhood
USE: Songs, Body Awareness, SeIJ-Expressicm, Gross Actor Skillss

Auditory Perceptidn
VENDOR:

Designed for early childhood and special education use, this album
provides songs and activities in the areas of: ideUtifyimg parts of
the ,body ("Everything's Put Together"), pretending to be barnyard



animals ("In the Barnyard"), identifying vehicle sounds ("The Car
Goes Beep, Beep, Beep") , clapping, standing, sitting, arid stanping
("Clap Your !lands"), riming clothing ("I've Got Clothes On"), and
finger play ("We Are Counting the Numbers Today"), All songs are
presented twicewith vocal and instrumental on side one and with
instrumental only on side two The electronic music of the Moog

synthesizer is the only accompanimentto the short; lively songs
created hy William Janiak, Registered Music Therapist. The album
focuses on development of rhythm, self expression, seltcontroL,
coordination, motor control; and following directions. A guide'is

included.

Developing Everyday Skills Through Novement and Songs for Earl
Childhood and Special Education: LP 747, by William Janiak (1 disc

\r. 12 in., 33,1/3 rpm) $6.50.

AGE LEVELS: , E'-arl y Childhood

USE: Sons ,'Body Awareness, SeffExpresinn, Gross
,Skills, Auditory Perception., Pealfh Education

yEND0R:

Similar in format to LP 7016 this album ai§o focuses ea develOpment
of rhythm, self - expression, self-control., c(.2.ordination, and motor

control,fwthfle training a child to follow,directions. Specifically,

figs and activities deal with marching and drumming ("Coffee Can
March"), identifying body parts ("Put Your FingeT in the Air"),
personal hygiene ("This Way), eircle dance. ("Make A Circle"),
racial expressions ("Expression Song"), and stretching and
arms and legs ("f'm Swinging My. Arms and Legs"). Allaof these short

songs were created by William Janiak, a Registdred Music TheraOst,
-and are aecomptaied by the unusual sound of the Moog synthesizer.
All songs are presented on one side of the album with music and
vocal,.while the othr !side is instrunental only

Deveiving Evday Skills Throrigr tvloement and Son-gs for Early
Childhood and Special Education: hP 7018, by William Janiak (1
"12'irr, 33 1/3 rpm) $6.50.

I

AGE LEVELS: Early Childhood
USE: Songs, Self=Exprssion, GLu$S Mot "r k 11 is, Pantom2ming,

Audi tory Perception
VEND01:.

Created by illiam Janiak, a Registered Music Therapist', songs and
activities on this album include: Learning to position tongue for
.various sounds ( "The La Song" ), exercising parts of the body not
often us d ("Shrug Your Shoulders "), group participation in ac-
tivity ("It's Time for Music"), tapping in rhythm ("rpm! Boom!
Boom! Boom!"), identifying clothing ("Shirt, Shirt "), and identifying
and-pantomiming antimals ("Here Comes the Cow") . All songs Focus oft
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development of rhythm, self-expression, self - control, coordination,
motor,control, and following directions. The unusual electronic
sound of the Moog synthesizer accompanies all songs, which are
presented on one side of the album as instrumental and,vocal and on
the' other side as instrumental only. A guide accompanies the album.

13. Teveloping Everyday Skills Throug Movement and Soup for E_arly Child-
hood and Special Fdtcattpn: 7019, by-William Janiak (1 disc, 12
in 33 1/3 rpm) $6.50.

AGE LEVELS: Early Childhood.
USE: Songs, Gress Motor Skills, Self-Expression, Health Edu-

r

cation3 Dramatics, Directionality, Auditory Perception
VENDOR:

Like-the Other LP' s in this series by William Janiak, this album was,
-designed for early childhood and special education, stressing develop-
mentaf rhythm', self-expression, self-control, coordination, motor
co'nfrol, and following dire4ions. Songs and activities encourage
singing and clapping to music ("It's Fun To Clap"), acting like an
animal ( "Hop Like A Bunny"), personal hygiene ("The Body 'Care Song, "),

creative actions in song ("Hake Your Eyes ".), concepts of up and down
("Hands Go UP And Down") , and self-expression ("I Like To Dance").
iustrumdiatal and vocal and instrumental only versions of all songs
are presented, with accompaniment of the electronic Moog synthesizer.
A guide is included with the album.

14. heveioping Everyday Skills Thcough Movement and Souktsar ly Child-
hood and _Special Eduicatiou: LI' 7020, by William Janiak (1 disc, 12 in.,
33 1/3 rpm) $690.

AGE LEVELS:
USE;

VEND

Early Childhood
Songs, Gross Motoi
Auditory PerLepticul
K

S_

S _ te an id acLivities in the areas t,t k,.ruuniinig, and heallh Habits ("We

Wash tour Face "), matching ("We All Atelar_hing"), acting ("I Have A
(_:old"), elf-identificatiow ("My Name.ls:.."), teaching directions
("Circle Dance") , and ii.stenlag and -s.inging ("Listen With- Your Ears ")
are presented on this albuM. All songs are inn one side with vocal
and mnsic, while the other side is instrirmehtat only. - The electronic
music of the Moog synthesizer accompanies the short selections, which
were creati2d, by\WilliaM Janiak, a Registered Music: Therapist, De-

signed for early childhood and special education, the album concentrates
on rhythm, self-expression, self-control -oorsiiimation, motor control,

and following directions.



15. Developing Movement and Sor< s for Earl Child-
hood and:Special Education: LP 7021, by William Janiak (1 disc, 12
in., 33 1/3 rpm) $6.50.

AGE LEVELS: Early Childhood
USE: Songs, Gross Motor S

Auditory Perception
VENDOR: K

ills, Body Awareness, Directionality,

Designed for early childhood and special education use, this album
provides songs and activities that encourage physical actions ("I
Like To Wash"), developing understanding of up and down ("Up And
Down"), acting out swimming strokes ("I Have Swimsuits"), learning
the concept of growing up ("I'm GetSing'Big.Now"), gross motor actions
("I Like To Jump"), and correct behavior in the classroom ("Sit
Down "). Six songs are on one side with vocal and music, while the
other side is instrumental only. The electronic music of the Moog
synthesizer is the only accompaniment to the short, lively songs
created by William Janiak, a Registered MuSic Therapist. The album
focuses on rhythm, self-expression, self-control, coordination, and
motor control, while training a child to follow directions.

16, The Feel of Music, by Hap Palmer (1 disc, 12 in., 33 1/3 rpm) $6.95.

AGE LEVELS: Kindergarten, Prtmaxy
USE; Movement Expluratibn, Music,Educailun
VENDOR EA

the keel cat Music relate: the characteristics ut music way we
move. Musical concepts such as tempo, volume, pitch, meter, notes,
rests, mood, and !Ityle are presented rough singing', moving in
specific rays, and music interpretation. A teacher's guide accompanies
the record.

17. Hi Ho

AGE -LEVELS:

USE:

VENDOR:

Doris Walker (1 disc, 12 __ 1/3 rp'isfi) $6,95.

intermediate, Junior High, Senior High, Adult
Songs, Music Appreciation, Self-Concept'
EA

Produced under the di ee tion of Doris
eleven songs, some car _ ginalf cont

instrumentation was thane by seven stu
(AnaheiM, California),_ an educational
handicapped students. Me students;
use drums, guitar, bass, maracas, to
castanets. The record is useful Eci

sing-along, as well as generating
handicapped listeners.
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18. The Holiday Sampler (4 discs, 7 in., 33 1/3 rpm) $7.98.

AGE LEVELS: Kindergarten, Primary
USE: Songs, Music Appreciation, Singing Games
VENDOR:

This four-record set contains a panorama of songs, stories, rhythms and
games.for holidays the year round. International holiday selections
.include: "Santa's Christmas Party," "Activity Songs for Christmas,"
"The Witches Ball," "GeroMe, the Giggling Ghost," "Bingo, the Easter
Bunny," "Hanukkah Lights;" and "The Dreidel Game." Among the American
holiday selections are "Pledge of Allegiance," "The Star Spangled
Banner," "A Thanksgiving Ballad," "The Spirit of '76," anda'iSquanto
and'the Firet Thanksgiving." Teachers notes contain background in-
formation; leadership techniques, and suggestions for each activity.

19. Homemade Band, by Hap Palmer (1 disc, 12 in,, 33 1/3 rpm) $6.95.

AGE LEVELS:
USE:

VEND(

Kindergarten, Primary, Intermediate
Musical Instruments, Music Appreciation, Music Education,
Nonlocomotor Rhythms, Fine Motor Skills
EA

The Homemade Band album includes original songs that are sung and
played by the author. Rhythmic activities can be used in conjunction
with the music to contribute to body awareness, gross and fine motor
coordination, and auditory discrimination. Directions for various
activities and pictorial instructions so children can make their own
instruments are included on the album jacket.

LO. 1oluely eau Slog Too Volume One (1 disc, 1 lu. 1/3 rpm

,ACE LEVELS: Kindergarten, Prithary

USE: Songs, Music Education, Self-Concept, Auditory Pet
VENDOR:

Johnny Can Sing Tact, Volume One presents basic approaches to involving
children actively in singing activities. It is designed for children
who have weak voices or who, because of emotional disturbance, find it
diffictfit to participate in group music experiences. Creative
participation is encouraged through techniques such as tone calls,
chime-ins and phrases. Auditory perception discrimination and memory
may also be enhanced through use of this record.

21. Johnny Can Sing Too, Volume Two (1 disc, 12 in: 33 1/3 rpm) $5.95.

ACE LEVELS: Kindergarten, Primary
USE: Songs, Music Education, Self-Concept,,Auditory Perception
VENDOR:



This second volume in the Johnny Can Sing Too series presents more
singing and music adventures with\Johnny designed to help children
develop thei singing voices. The-record is especially designed for
children who''do mot have strong voices or who may npt have had
opportunities to developotheir voices. Children are encoura- to

participate, along with Johnny, in lictening to and imitating pitch
contrasts in tone-calls, chime-in phrases, and choruses.

22. Johnny Can Sing :Too, Volume Three (1 disc, 12 in., 33 1/3 rpm)-$5.95.

AGE LEVELS: Primary, Intermediate
USE: Songs, Music Education, Self-Concept, Auditory Perception-
VENDOR:

Volume three of the Johnny Can Sing'Too series present a story
involving Johnny that encourages listeners to actively participate.
through singing a variety of contrasting intervals, tone-calls,
chime-in phrases and choruses, all of which are an integral part of
the story. Yhis volume requires great6r involvement and auditory
atte6ition than volumes.one and two. It is suitable for small group
instruction for children from grades one through four who haye
difficulty participating actively in groups.

Koo-ee Poi -Poi: Record of Instruction, by Johnny Pearson (1 disc,
12 in., 33 1/3 rpm) $7.00.

LEVLLS: Intermediate, Junior High, Senior ,Hi
USE: Eye-Hand Coordination, Nonlocomutdr

$
Games, Agility

VENDOR: EA

Adult
-y hms, Action

The Poi Poi game is based on a Maori Indian ball game in which a
single ball atstached ta the end of a long cord is swung in variouq-
patterns to the rhythm of a chant. This record by the same title
provides complete directions with chaut accompaniment for this,eye-,
-hand coordination game ". Although it is an individual test of skill,
a group performance makes an excellent program. Pois may be ordered
From the record vendoat a cost of $7.50 per hcu: of 24.

24. Te4,rning as We play, by Winifred E. Stiles and-gin-N./id R. Ginglend
(1 disc, 12 in., 33 1/3 rpm) $6.98.

AGE LEVELS: Early Childhood, Kindergarten, Primary
USE: Action Games, Singing Games, Songs, Fine Motor Skills,

Finger Plays, Gross Motor Skills, Loomotor and Non-
locomotor Rhythms, Language Development, Self-Concept

VENDOR:

Musical activities, rhythms, songs, circle games, and singing games
for young children are presented on this record. Music'has been
selected and modified to contribute to the following areal of development:
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relaxation, self-concept, group partic pation, self-control,,language
development, attention span, gross and fine Motor skills,'auditqry
discrimination, and rhythms. Music On the record lends itself.to
threemain types of activity: sit down activities involvinglinier
play and other small motions; physical activities such as circle games,
marching and dancing; and rhythm instrument activities. teacher's

guidh with suggestions 'for each selection is included,

2 Learning Basic Skills Through Music: 'Health and.Safety,
(1 disc, 12 in., 33 1/3 rpm) $695.

AGE LEVELS:
`USE:,

VENDORi:

Early Childhood, Kindergarten-,,Primary
Health Education, Safety Education, Songs,

(Perteption2 MoveMent Exploration
EA

y HapPalmer

ditory,.

e cntem?orary musical instrumentation of these songs-is 'intended to
encotirage-participation. Each song has an instant song line and/or
movement--a,phrase, sentence, or movement which repeats itself
throughout the song. Because it can be 'learned quickly and ,is
repetitive, young children are able to participate actively right,
away. As children participate they are hearing the other woFds Of
each song, and as they hear these words, they are learning them
without the need for a formalized teaching approach. Health and safety
concepts presented include cleanliness, balanced diet,"exercise,
thoughtfulness, safety in a car? posture, and food groups. This record

is part of a three-volume series of Learnin Basic Skills Through

Music. It is available on cassettecand a teaching guide sugg9t
movements for each song accompanies both.

.26. Have Fun With Listening, by Preston Hancock (6 ape.caAettes
4:80

AGE LEVELS:
USE:
VENDOR: CW

Early Childhood, Kindergarten, PriMary
Auditory Perception, Music,Education, Nonlz comotor thms.'

Six-tape cassettes comprise Let's Have Fun.With Listening. "High. Low

Fun" uses,directedlistening for dhanges ofregister to develop
attention span. "Soft Loud Games" encourages. the child tc listen and
respond to changes in dynamics. "Fast Slow,ActiviOes" gives musical
examples of greater lengthlto aid in develciping reaction to changes
tempo. "Changing Rhythms" offers musical seleCtions designed to
,improve the ability tobearchanges "Melody Quiz" includes activities
that extend,the child's ability. ea-identify melodies and his or her

'Awareness of changes in melodies,,,."ToneTtolorylay' provides for
cimvelOpment of the child's awareness of .'tone qality. Skills
listening-, attention span,andAaUditory perception'May3eimproved..
by using these tapes. lildividual cassettes or reel to reel.tapes are
available for .0.20 each.
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27. aye Fun With Music Games, by Preston Hane
4.8

,

AGE LEVELS: Early Childhood, Kindergarten, Primary
`USE: Auditory .Perception, Music EducatiOn, Singing Games
VENDOR: CW

Let's Have Fun With Music Games contains six tapes: "Melody Games',--

Rise and Fall" introduces the concept of high and, low pitch and the
shape oftthe melody line; "Melody Games, Pitch 'and Response" encourages
the development of pitch response through the child's perceptionof
his or her otn voice; "Rhythm Play, Hodily Movement" presents
rhythmic games and activities to improve control of large muscles and
to develop attention span; "Rhythm Play, Muscular Control" introduce's)
games and activities to deve the child's control of small muscles;
"Tempo Activities" introduces e concept of tempo thrbugh the use
of movements at different speed and "Dynamics with Fun" presents
the concept of different dynamic levels and changes fro -one level
to the other. Individual cassette or reel to reel tapes are, available.
for $6.20 each.

,Let's Have Fun-With RhythmBand, by Preston Hancock (6 tape cassettes
'$34.80.

AGE LEVELS: Early Childhood, Kindergarten, Primary
USE: Auditory Perception, Music Education, Nonlocomotor Rhythm's
VENDOR: CW

Similar to the other Let's Have FpnWith cassette.tapejarograms,
each of these six cassettes -deals with a separateaspectcifrhYthms.
"Rhythm All Over" offers preparation for rhythm,hand::dctivitiels,
through bodily response to VariouS7fepeatedpatternsin rhythm.
"Hands.and Arms- Make Rhythm" stimulates developmene.0 rhythmic
control and-response through small muscle response to repeated rhythm
patterns. "RhythMic Hands" stresses use of small precise movements
ircresponse to.rhythm. "Partners in Rhythm". offers rhythmic activ
in which children are Tireclwith,a pattner. "Voices-1.n Rhythm".

stimulates use of the voice in counting and speaking, along with
muscular responierS. -"Tricky Rhythm Games" offers rhythmicactivities
to develop the child's concentration and attention span.' The program
may be purchased on Andiv?dual'cassettes or reel to reel -tapes for

V.6=20 each.

29. More'Learning As We Pia by Winifred E. Stiles and David R. Ginglend
(1 disc, 12 in., 33 1/3 rpm) $6.98.

ACEIEVELS: Early Childhood, Kindergarten, Primary
USE: . Fingerneys.'Action Games, - Singing Gamest Songs,:Fing

Motor Skills, Gross Motor Skills, L000motor and Non
locomotor Rhythms, Language Development, Self-Concept

VENDOR:
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This companion to Learning As We Play contains songs, rhythms, -and
beginning rhythm band activities planned to appeal to'children with
mental ages of three to eight years. Music has been chosen and
modified to contribute to emotional health through feelings of
participation and achievement; to social development through following
directions and sharing; to language development through heightening

'auditory discrimination; and to physical development through gross
and fine motor skill -development and rhythms. The album lends itself
to thee main types of activity: sit down activities involVing
finger play and other small motions, physical activities such as
circle games, marching and dancing; and rhythm instrument activities.
A teacher's guide is included.

Perceptual Motor Activities Using Rhythm Instruments, by Georgiann
Liccione Stewart -(1_ disc, 12 in., 33 1/3 rpm) $8.95.

AGE LEVELS: Primary, Intermediate
USE: Musical Instruments,.Songs Nonlocomotor Rhythms,

Manual Dexterity
VENDOR:

Perce tual Motor Activities -usin Rh thm instruments is designed to
provide chilArdn with various experience singing, moving, and

,playing-rhythm.instruments. While enga ng in movement patterns
described-for each selection in the accompanying manunl,:children
May develop such fini and gross motor skills as hand stretching,
grasping, independent'finger Control, right/left discriMination,
toe tapping, marching,-and body flexibility. The songs-, featuring_
an inteational flavor ("Volare;"Cielito Lindo," "Plower Drum
Song")-are simple, repetitive, and liVely. Side A includes narration
with Counts and descriptions for the rhythm patterns of theinstrtiMents;
-side B has only the instrumentals to allow \for _reativity by
participants.

31. Pre-Driver'd Education Through Music, by Lou Stallman and Bob Sussex.
(1 diSe 12 in., 33 11.3 rpm) - $6.504

AGE LEVELS: Early Childhood, Kindergarten, Primary
USE:' Safety- Education, MoVeMent Exploration, Songs
VENDOR:, S ' /

This album w ated to educate children in the skills of driving
and safety measures needed' to operate a motor vehicle.. Children are'
encouraged to be physically,. verbally, and emetionallyJnvotved, and,
through the use oftheir imaginations, to- experience what it is like
to drive an automobile. The simple songs cover such topics as driver's-
license, what to remember before starting a car, hand signals, and
rules for safe driving. In addition, "children are taughLtocrecognize
traffic 8igns nd warning sirens. At the end of the album a driver's
test is given in song-format. :Different movements and class activities
can be choreo aphed to the songsdnd in improving rhythm, socializa0on,_
and listening kills.
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32. Primary Musical Games, by Ed Durlacher (2 discs, 12 in., 33 1/3, rpm)
$12.95.

ACE LEVELS: Primary, Intermediate
USE: Action Games, Singing Games, Locomotor Rhythms, Pantomiming,

Coordination, Gross Motor Skills
VENDOR: EA

This album of simple but challenging musical games may be used in the
regular classroom as well as in the physical education class. In-

structions are given in the talk-through-walk-through method which,
can develop students' ability to listen, comprehend, and follow
directions. Types of games eluded on the records are elimination,
mimetics, action, marching, and singing games.- These can help
participants improve coordination and locomotor skill

\-r
_p

Programmed Enrichment Songs tor Exceptional Children,' by Elizabeth
Huszagh (4 discs 12 in. 33 1/3 rpm) $22.50.

AGE LEVELS:
USE:

VENDOR:

Primary., Intermediate
Language Development, Gross Motor'Skills, Listening,
S-ngs, Daily Living Skills
C

The original songs on this four record album involve the curricular
'areas of physical educ4ion, health, recreation, language arts, and
daily living, with the entire series systematically programmed for a
fUll school year's use yet flexible enough to be useful as culminating
activities within a classroom. Each of the eight programmed units
consists'of a sequential series of songs that may intensify deVAlopment
of listeningskills, motor funciioning, speech habits, and environmental
awarenessr-Iffe set is des ned to be used four to `six weeks, three to
five times weekly, dependin upon the learning rate of the' children
in the group.

34. Rhythm Band Piano With Instrument Sounds, by Harold LeCrh e and Mary
Jane LeCrone el disc, 10 in., 33 1/3 rpm) $4.95.

AGE LEVELS: Primary, Intermediate
USE: Musical Instruments, Nonlocomotor Rhythms, Auditory

Perception, Music. Education
VENDOR: LE

.RhYthM band is an important part of every young child's musical
-cation, It deVeloOs a feeling for rhythM; teaches listeningiand
appreciation for melody; and gives opportunity for group participation.
In using this record it-ls recommended that listeners become familiar
with the music and identify the instrument sounds asthey are heard.
Children should become familiar with rhythm band instruments, the

,correct way to hold and play them and their sound as they.are played.
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35. Rhythm Instruments WVel. Folk Music FromManyAgE, by Ruth White.
discs, 7 in 33 1/3 rpm)

AGE LEVELS, Kindergarten, Primary
USE: Songs, Musical Instruments, Nonio motor Rhythms
VENDOR:

These records contain examples of.percUssion instruments and playing,
directions, as well as several songs for singing and rhythm accOmpaniment:
The songs from many countries include: "Sourwood Mountain," "Lithuanian
Lullabye," "0, DeariWhat Can The Matter Be?," "French Carol,"-"The

' Keeper," "StodolaTfimpa," "The Ashgrove," "Russian Dancei" and "Polish
Dance." Illustrated teachers'-notes include background information,
specific tdaching techniques, and directions for:playing instruments.

36. Rhythm Record For Primary Children: Reading Readiness and Number
Readiness, by Harold LeCrone and Mary Jane LeCrone (1 disc, 10 in.,
33 1/3: rpm) $4.95.

AGE LEVELS:
USE:

VENDOR:.

Primary, Intermediate
Laterality, Directionalityv iionlocomotoi Rhythms, Body
Awareness% Kinesthetic Perception, Action Games
LE

The eight rhythm-songs on this al um,deal with concepts of in -out,
down, over - under, left-right, before-after, big-little, and counting_
fingers. There is a sequential pattern to each song. Words and
suggested .actions:are'enclosed with the record, which is structurally
designed so -the teacher Can play the music either with'r without words.

37. Rhythm Stick ActiVities, by Henry "Buzz" Glass
)(1 disc, 12 in., 33 1/3 $6.95.

AGE LEVELS:, Kindergarten,
Y8E: Action Games,

Motor Skills,
VENDOR: EA'

and Rosemary Hallum,

Primary, Intermediate
Singing Games, Nonlocomoter Rhythms, Fine
Eye-Hand Coordination':

Used creatively,,rhythm sticks, whether rolled-up-newspapera, PlaTubes,
or Lummi Sticks, can widen a perceptual motor prograM. Th album and
manual provide music, directions, and ideas for using rhyt-m sticks.
Music.is contemporary and adapted especially for stick act: .ities,
which can be played by- two or more children seated or standing.

Rhythms aKd Sons for Exceptional Children (1 disc, 12 in.,
$5.95.

4k

AGE LEVELS:
USE:

VENDOR:

Primary, Intermediate
Songs, Nonlocomotor Rhythms, Musical Instruments-
L #
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This record was created to help teachers of the child with gxceptional
needs-lntroduce experiences in sLging,and rhythm which can give
maximum amount of enjoyment and feelings of success. A female voi e,
through spoken directions and the singing rof light folk songs, 1
children simply and sioky. Methods used 'include clapping, tappifig,
playing rhythm instruments,1 frequent repetition,of phrases and choruses,
clear directions, ,low pitches, easily learned songs, and songs of
coritraiting moods. Drum rhythm sticks, sand blocks, triangle, cymbals,
and tone blocks accompany songs. A teacher's manual gives ideas for
introducing the record, follow-up_activities, directions for making
rhythm instruments, and the word to the songs. Songs are "Come With

Me," "I Heard A Drum A-Drumming," "DoWrt in The Valley," "Old MacDonald
Had A Farm," "Swing Low Sweet Chariot," "Tap Your Hand Upon Your Head,"
"My Bonnie," "Mote On The Range," and "Cape Cod Chantey."

39. The Rh -thms our,-by Ruth White (3 discs, 7 in., 33 1/3.rpm ) $6.98.

AGE LE ELS! Kindergarten, Primary ..--

USE: Locomotor and Nonlocomot r RhythMs, Walking, Marching
VENDOR:

Basic rhythmic activities designed for yaunechildren are included
on these three-records. Musicalselections include: ""Children's

March," 'Magic Boots," Two Hands," "How I Walk," "Horses, " and

"Engines', Eubblis 'NBAlls." Illustrated teaoher'S.notes giVe back-
ground. information, specific teaching techniques and-directions for
each song.

Along by Lou Stailman (1 disc; 12 in.,

33 1/3 rpm) $6.95,

AGE LEVELS: Early Childhood, Kindergarten, Primary.
USE: Action Games, Singing Games, Finger Plays, Self - Expression

VENDOR: S

Sin _Alon- Do Alon Activitie presents ten learning experiences in

which children can particlOate. Concepts are presented through such
activities asicircle dances, finger gamw,..and responsive action games.-
Among the titles- on the record are the followini: "Answer The Questions,"

"Where Do We Find: These Animals ?, "" "1 to 8 Dance," ""That's What We Call
Feelings," "In The Center pf The Circle," "In What Room ?, "" ""The Finger

'Game,`" and "Ies,So Nice to Share." -Children-can develop skills in
listening, following directions, and problem solving 4$ well as gross
and fine motor_ coordination by playing the games and participating in
the activities on this record.

41. Sin Games From Many Lands (2 discs, 7 in., 33 1/3 rpm) $4.9

AGE LEVELS: Kindergarten,- Primary

USE: Singing Games, Locomotor and Nonlocomo o Rhythms

7YENDOR:
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§j-hihGarynmadLands contains words and activity,directions for
eight singing games. These include "Ring Ayound The Rosy," "Did You
Ever See A Lassie,";Sailboa "t," "1 Should Like To Go To Shetland,
"The Gallant Shf " "Garden Game," "Annie Goes to the Cabbage Patch,"
and "German Cla .Dance.' Illustrated teachers'_notes give background
information, s cific reaching techniques, and directions for each
activity.

42. The Small Lis e er disc, 311/3 rpm) $5.99.

AGE LEVELS: .Early Childhood, Kindergarten, Primary*
USE: Music Appreciation, Music Education,.-Listen

,Auditory Perception'
VENDOR: B

Ninetedt musical selections by faMous composers h*avi'been arranged
and conducted by:Edward Jurey especially to provid listening eiperi-
ances for young children. .Selections include Hayden's "March,"
Rebikoff's."Dance of. the Little Bells,'" Brahma' "The Woods at Night,"
1),Wykapar's 'LEcho in the Mountains," and Juror's "Bell Ronda!",
Children should be Ancoura d-to relax and enjoy thesegassics;
which -are three minutes in length,

43. The Small Player (1 disc,. . 33_1/3 rpm). $5.99.

AGE LEVELS: Early Childhood, Kindergarten, Pyimary
USE ' Dance, Music Appreciation, Locomotor Rhythms
VENDOR; B

0

Marches, waltz, jazz;, Indian drums, polka, and nursery rhyme tunes are
all contained in this record especially' arranged and conducted by
EdWard Jurey for yoking children: Youngsters may enjoy moving creatively
while responding to the vigorous and lively music, and selections are'
Short enough to aecommodate the attention span of young listeners.'
Music inCludes "Teddy Bear March," "Pep Goes The Weasel," "Dixieland
Jazz," "Si Senor," "March Of The. Ghosts," and others.

44. The Small Sin er, Volume One, by Edward Jurey (1 disc, 12 in, '33 1/3 rpm)
$5.99.

AGE LEVELS: Primary.
USE Songs, Listening
VENDOR:

Fite categories of music are included on this recording of twenty-five
songs for ydung children: Little-Creatures, Wheels and Wings, Songs
of Mexico; Play, and Halloween, These songs were selected from the
The Small Singer Songbook by the same author. Edward Jurey arranged
and conducted.music.on this record/ina way which ,encourages children
to sing along as they listen to "The Snail," "Big Black Train,"- "Ride,
Cowboy, Ride," "I'M A Witch," and others.
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45. The Small Sin er Volume Two, by Edward Jurey (1 disc, 12 33 1/3 rpm)

$5.99.

AGE LEVELS: Primary
USE: Songs, Listening

VENDOR:
.-.)

Four categories of music are included 6n this recording of twenty-Ifive '-
songs for young children: Nature Seasons; and Home. Songs were

selected from The Small Sin er S al n book by the same author. Edward

Jurey has arranged and condupte the music-in a way that encourages
young children to sing along as they listen to "Poor Mister Wind,",

"Fog," "Mr.'Turtle," "Autumn Dances," "Eater Bells,," "Skip to Market,
and others.

46. Sons About Me': Basic Conce _s Tau Throu h Music, Volume One,

by William C. Janiak (1 disc, 12 dn.=, 33 1/3 rAm) $6.501

AGE LEVEES:
USE:i

VENDOR:

Primary, Intermediate
Cross Motor,Skills,-Auditory Perception Body Awareness,
Songs, Daily Living Skills ,

This album presents eight musical activity songs created and sung
by William Janiak, a Registered Mupical Therapist and Certified Special,
EduCator. Lyrics are simple and repetitive sung in'a low pitch to
slow tempO, The words are available for each selection in addition
to -'a stated purpose and a short paragraph on suggested uses for' aCh
song. For example, the selection:"Stand-Up--Sit-Down" is useful in

'developing listening skills through directing .children to clap, slap
knees, stamp feet. and do all this nice and loud. Counting., learning

body parts, swaying and swinging, identifying days of the week, and
meats and fruits, and discriminating betweendifferent speeds are
other activities on this recording. T(e instrumental side of the

.
record Allows for simpl4 listening,-background music, or teacher-
child innovations.

47. Songs About Me:- Basic Conce tst-Tau
William C.

AGE LEVELS:
USE:

VENDOR:

ht'ThFou h Music, 'Volume_Two, by .

Janiak (1 disk, 12 in., 33 1/3 rpm) $6.50.

Primary, Intermediate
Gross MotorSkills, Daily Living. Skills, Songs, Auditory
Perception

William Janiak, a Registered Musical Therapist and Certified Special
Educator, has created seven musical,, activity songs with simple and
repetitive lyrics, without relying on the guide booklet. The'tempo

is slow and the pitch low for all songs. Purposes and suggested uses
for-each song are presented in the guide booklet. For instance, the
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aelect.ion Piece ofTaper",aaida indeveloping listening Walls by
directing:thildten to-shake,'blow,staMp, march on, and slide pieces
of paper. Other songs involve learning about foods, daily routines,
and self - expression using the head.

_48. Songs About Me:, Basic Concepts Taa14 Throuelj102.12!plEm,
William C. Janiak (1 disc, 12 in., 33 1/3 rpm $6.50.

AGE WELS: Primary, Intermediatt
uski Gross Motor Skills, Body Awareness, Auditory Perception,

Laterality, Songs, Daily Living Skills
VENDOR:

Y

These lyrics, are simple and repetitive, easy for teachers to learn and
convey without_relying on the guide booklet. All songs are slow and
low-pitched. Some of the selections are "If You Have This OnStand
Up, Sit Down" (directs children to identify body parts and follow
directions); "Rock the Little Baby" (demonstrates love); and "1
Like To Move To The Left And Right" (small group activity involving
following directions to learn left/right discrimination). The
accompanying guide booklet includes words, stated purpose, and
suggested use-for each song.

49. Songs in Motion: by Henry Colella and
Mario Truglio (1 disc, 12 in., 33 1/3 rpm) $6.50.

AGE LEVELS: Early Childhood, Kindergarten
USE: Singing Games, Gross Motor Skills, Fine Motor Skills, Songs
VENDOR: EA

The songs, activities, and nursery rhymes on this album were designed
to develop gross and fine motor skills and to encourage socialization
in children who are slow learners. Activities Were developed in the
B.0.C.E.S. schools for children with learning problems. The album
comes with a teacher's manual that further describes activities. All
songs have piano accompaniment, and provide an opportunity for develop-
ment and growth through singing, dancing, listening, and creative
activity in early childhood level children. Some of the songs included
on this album are: "Little White Duck," "Alley Cat," "Musical Chairs,"
"Join In The Game," and "Long, Long Ago."

50. Songs in Motion: Secondary, by Henry Colella and Mario Truglio (I disc,
12 in., 33 1/3 rpm) $6.50.

AGE LEVELS: Junior High, Senior High
USE: Social Dance, Songs
VENDOR: cE
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The contemporary songs and traditional folk songs on this album were
selected-to answer the growing, need for musical albums'appropriate for
adolescents with learning disabilities, language handicaps, minimal
brain dysfunction dr perceptual:handicaps. Some of the songs arerfor
students to sing along with; others are suitable for social dancing.
Additional activities that can help improve selfrconcept and contribute
to success in social relationships are, described in an accompanying
teacher's manual. Some of the songs ,inclueLd on the album are:
"Love," "Kum Bh Yah," "Lemon Tree," "This Land'Is Your Land," and
"ShenandOah'."

Stories For :reative Learning -iscs, 7 in;, -33 1/3
1.4

Pm) $6.98`

AGE'LEVELS:,k Kindergarten, Primar
USE: Dramatics; Language Development, Storytelling, Listening
VENDOR: R

These three records present stories developed in the classroom ttlt

contain concepts for learning at the primary level: ideas,about

machines, occupations, conservation, clothidg, and science (sea life,

wind, and sun). Notes for the teacher provide suggestions for creative
dramatics activities based on the stories. Story titles include:

"Suzanne And The Sea Boy," "Machines Around The House," "An Important
Job," "The Unhappy Sunbeam," "A Trip With The Wind," and "Magic Shoes."

52. The story Hour (3 discs, 7- in., 33.1/3 rpm) $6.98.

AGE LEVELS: Kindergarten,
USE: Storytelling, Laf gunge Development, Listening, dramatics,

Pantomiming
VENDOR: -R

This set pregents six classic.acrivity stories that may be used'for
creative dramatics or listening. Stories included on the records

are:, "The 4oy Who Went To The North Wind," "The Princess And The
Frog," "The Town Musicians," "The Rooster, The Mouse, And The Little
Red-Hen," "Mr. And Mrs.-Vinegar," and "The Three Sillies." Teachers'

notes Contain background information, teaching-techniques, and

directions for acting out each story.

Primary ,

53. This Is Rhythm, by Ella Jenkins (1 disC, 12 in., 33 1/ -rpm) $6.98.

AGE LEVELS: Primary, Intermediate
USE: Nonlocomotor Rhythms, Musical Instruments, Music Education

Auditory Perceptio
_VENDOR:

Ella Jenkins introduces the concept of rhythm throughdefinitions
in poetry, percussion instruments, and rhythmic songs and chants.
Ten di'ferent rhythm instruments are explaiped in a relaxed manner



for the' purpose 'of Pre_-nting information infortally and to allow
creative expression by hildren. Conga: drum, bongo, rhythm stick,
maraCas, guiro, cow bell blocks; tamourines, plate gong, and bell
tones from other cultures allow opportunity for exploring sounds.
A companion book, his is thm,,provides easy -to -read lettering and
illustrations done y Ella Jenkins based on the recording, and Costs

The, record is avail_ble on tape cassette for $7.95.

54. 'went -Six All P o-e Action Tunes (2 discs, -12 in 33 1/3 rpm)-$8.95.

AGE LEVELS: Kindergarten, Prim y, Intermediate
USE: Songs, Locomotor an Nonlocomotor Rhythms
VENDOR:. H

Melodies familiar to chiliren and ,dults are included on these records
(i.e., "School Days," "Syncopated C ock," "The A B C Song," and
"Parade Of The Wooden Soldiers" ) .T _e moderate tempo and orchestral
arrangement provide a wide variety o moods useful for dancing,
skipping, running, singing, and rhythm band.
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REC S FOR MOVEMENT EXPLORATION

ewer,records are pr
problems that can be

in motor development, hel

Renting-listeners, particularly young children,
solved through movement. These approaches aid
children discover their bodies and potentials

for movement, and also le children discover new ways to express themselves.
Movement problems ,often deal with specific concepts,in curricula areas,
such as Mathematics, or English.

In movement exploration activities, the-leader does not demonstrate
or give any indication of a right wrong response. The leader Might point

lout movement that other individuals are-using, encouraging each participant
to try something different. The leader-might also have children.work in
pairs, which is often less inhibiting to older children. Or the'leader

could start movements from a sitting position to reduce embarrassment and
encourage exploration.

The records in this section contain either music alone or music with
spoken suggestions for individual creative expression through movement.
Records with teacher guides provide additional in- formation for the leader
who wishes to develop a movement exploration program but has little ex-
perience in actual leadership.

uric, by Henry "Buzz"

Glass and Rosemary Helium (1 disc, 12 in., 1/3 rpm) $6.95.

AGE LEVELS: Early Childhood; Kindergarten
USE: . Movement Exploration,, Action Games,,PantOmiming,'Perceptual

Motor Development, Gross Motor Skills
VENDOR: EA

Action songs, chants, games, dances, stories, and drama that provide
group activities requirfng individual responses from young children

are the aims of this record._ may be motivated to join in

by the actions and variations which stress rhythMs, movement, and music
enhancing perceptual development, basic locomotor activities, direc-
tionality, and body control. Selections include: "The Saints Co

Marching In," "Statue Came," "Digga Do," "LajZaspa And The Bottle,"
and "Little Red Fox." The album is also available on tape casgette

for'$9.95.

56. Adventures
33 1/3 rpm)

AGE LEVELS:
USE:
VENDOR:

in Rh thms, Volume One by Ruth White (3 discs, in.,

$6.98.

Early Childhood, Kindergarten, Primary
Movement Bxploration, Pantomiming, Locomotor Rhythms



This album contains twenty -two pieces- for early childhood or beginning
rhythms activities. The wide,range of images and concepts Covered by

qt
thesejunr nclUdes music for things that walk, skip,' move4n circles,
move in es, are stiff, and are quiet. Music for engines that '

acaeyrate, machines, and simply for_ listening. is also included. Gross
motor and locomotor skillsi idagery, creativity, and rhythm may be-
enhanced by using this record for play, movement exploration, dance,

.. and singing activities.

57. Adventures in hms, Volume Two, by Ruth White (3 discs, 7 in.,
33 1/3 rpm) $6.98.

AGE, LEVELS: Primary; Intermediate
USE: Movement Exploration, Pantomiming, Locomotbr Rhythms
VENDOR:

Like volume one, this album contains music and-sound effects for
dramatizations in rhythmic doyement. Music for.such scenes as "The
Circus," "My Garden," "The Toy'Shop," "Rain," "Outer Space, and-,

"Sea Life" is presented along with suggestions for the teacher.
Children can be assisted to develop creativity, locomotor skills,
and rhythtic ilities,by using these records for play, movement
exploration, d dramatic activities.

58. At The Beach (_0 books, 1 cassette) $13.45.

AGE LEVELS: Early Childhood, Kindergarten, Pritary
USE: Movement Exploration, Language Developments Self-

Expression, Storytelling, Listening
VENDOR: M

At The Beach is one of the eight .part Dance A Story_Redordingd-series,-
which- proN'rides opportunities for children to participate in stbries by
dancing or following along with a book. This set includes a casset*-
accompanied by ten illustrated, full-color books. On side of the_
cassette provides music and narration about a' beaOhwhere the "magi
of surf and sand lets us be everything we see. ". The other side of the
cassette is music only, for improvisation and original interpretation.
Young children will enjoy participating in this story while increasing
their skills in reading, creativity, self- expression, and movement.

59. Balloons (10 books, 1 cassette) $13.45.

AE LEVELS: Early. Childhood, Kindergarten, Primary
USE: Movement Exploration, Language Development; Self-Expression,

Storytelling, Listening
NENDOR:

Another .11.the eight part Dance A Story.R.ecordirs series, Balloons
provides opportunities for children to participate in stories by
dancing and/or fallowing along with a book. This set includes a
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cassette accompanied by ten illustrated,, full7color books. One side
of the cassette provides music and narration:,, about balloons; the Other
.Side of the cassette is.music only, for impr6NtIsation and original
interpretation.

60. Brave Hunter (10 books,1 cassette) $13.45-.

AGE LEVELS: Early Childhood, Kindergarten, Primary
USE: Movement' -Exploration, Language DevelopMent, Self-Expression,'

Storytelling
-VENDOR: M

Brave Hunter is another of the eight p 7/Dance A Storjteoordings
series which provides _opportunities for children to actively take
part In stories by dancing and /or ,following along with a.bobk. The
set- includes a-cassette accompanied by ten illu6trated, full-..color
books. One side of-the cassette provides music and narration about
a brave hunter who stalks deer and speaks to them through dance; the
other side of the cassette is music only, for improvisation and.
original interpretation.

61. Drum Talk And Going_l,' by Evelyn L. DeBoeck and Beth O. Chanock
(1 disc, 12-in., 33 1/3 rpm) $6.95.

AGE LEVELS: Early Childhood, Kindergarten, Primary

USE:' Movement Exploration, Locomotor Rhythms, Auditory
Perception

VENDOR: EA

Moving to drum beats ana other musical sounda is a natural activity
for children This album'combines conventional instrumenehtion and
made-up sounds to which-children can move, create, and improvise.
The different musical effects include soundsfrom various types of
drums, xylopipes, bass, piano, and other instruments.. A teacher's

guide is also included. Also available on cassette for $7.95, this
-record would be particularly stimulating for movement exploration,
rhythms, and developMent of-auditory for integration. Children
can move to the musk or vocally imitate sounds of the various
instruments.

62. PlappyandFl±npy (10 books, 1 cassette) $13.45.

.AGE LEVELS: Early.Childhood,KindOgarten, Primary .

USE: Movement ExpressiOn, LangnageTevelopmeilt, Self - Expression,
Stbrytelling, Listening-

VENDOR: M
40-

One of the eight part Dance A Story Recordings series, this set provides
opportunities for children,to participate in stories by dancing or
following along with a book. Included in the set'are a cassette
acdompanied by ten illustrated, full-color books. One side of the
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cassette prvides music narration about the story'. of a light
,hearted rag doll puppet whose strings break; the other side cif the
cassette is-music only, for improvisation and original interpretation.
Young children will enjoy participating in this story while increasing
their' skills in reading, creativity, self-eXpreSsion, and movement.

63. Getting To Know Myself, by Hap Palmer (1 disc, 12 in., 33 1/3 rpm) $6.95.

AGE LEVELS:. Primary, Intermediate
USE: Movement Xxploraticin, Songs, Body Awareness, Emotional

Development
VENDOR: EA

te,

These twelve activity songs are child-centered, movement oriented,
happy, and'eay to learn. They take adVantage of the dhild's natural
desire to explore, experience ancldiscoVer, helping children become
aware of their bodies and the capfilities of body parts, themselves
in the physical environment, and their feelings and .emotions. The
activities use techniques of problem solving, guided exploration
and free exploration.' This record is also available on cassette.

64. Ideas, Thc hts, And Feelings, by Hap Palmer (1 disc, 12 in.
33 1/3 rpm) $6.95.

AGE LEVELS: Early Childhood, Kindergarten
USE: Emotional Development, Self-Concept, Songs, Movement

Exploration
VENDOR: EA

This activity album places emphasis on healthy affective development
in the areas of discovery, problem solving, and independent thinking.
Young disabled 'children are encouraged to think about the variety of
ways a task can be executed or a question answered. Many of the
activities may be done in small groups or with partners. Titles
include: "Everybody Has Feelings," "Building Bridges," "1 Like /Me,
"Move Around The-Room," and "I Don't Like Me." This record is also
available in rape cassette for $7.95.

65. Listen, Move, And Dance
33 1/3 rpm) $6:n.

Volume One by Vera Cray disc, 12 in.,

AGE LEVELS: Primary, Intermediate
'USE:' Movement Explo-ation
VENDOR:

This record consists of a Aide variety of nstrumental and electronic
sounds especially created for movement wnrk but also of use as
inciental sounds for plays and puppeahows and for stimulating the
imagination in the.classroom or motor development program. Included
are musical selections for quick, light, strong, and slow movements
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combined T various ways. No directiong or ins ue ions are- iven;
rather, the sounds invite children to move for _selves. ThiS
volume and the companion, Volume Two, have been recommended in
workshops, creative dance classes and teachers.' meetings across the
U.S.A. Contents -include "Latin America," ",lfrican Drumming,",
"Timpani ", !!Machine," and "JoUrney Into Space."

66. Listen, Move, and And Dance- Volume Two by Vera Gray (1 disc,- 12 in;,
33 1/3 rpm) $6.25

AGE LEVELS: Primary, Intermediate
USEi, Movement Exploration, Dance
VENDOR:

Companion record. to Volume One, this'aIbum consists of a wide'
variety of exciting sounds, percussion and electronic, especially
created for movement work but also of useas- incidental- soundA for
plays and puppet shows, and for stimulating the imagination during
any classroom or motor deVelopment activity. Side one includes'
percussiorr compositions for quick and light movements, for quick
and strong movements, and for slow and light movements. Side two
includes electronic sound pictures for slow and str ng movements

eand for dancand draTatic movements. In addition, classical
[

selections by Saint-Saens and Copland have been adapted especially
for listening, moving, and dancing.

67. Little Duck (10 books, 1 cassette) $13.45.

AGE LEVELS: Early Childhood, Kindergarten, Primary
USE: Movement Exploration, Language Development, Self-

Expression, Storytelling, Listening
VENDOR:

This is one of the eight Dance A Story Recordin's which include a
cassette accompanied by ten illustrated full-color books. One side
dT the cassette provides music and narration about a little duck
Who swims out to Sea and is rescued by a sea gull. The other-'side
of the cassett(Tis music only-,.for improvisation and original
interpretation. Young children may actively participate in this
story'while increasing their.skills in reading, creativity, self-
expression, and movement.

F
68: Magic Mountain (10 books, I casseL -) $13.43.

AGE LEVELS: Early Childhood, Kindergarten, Primary
USE: /Movement Exploration, Language Developw-lt, Self-

,

Expression, Storytelling, Listening
VENDOR:
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Another of the Dance A Story Recordings, Magic Mountain provides
opportunities for children to participate in stories by dancing or
following along with Jbook. The set includes a ceasette and ten
illustrated, fullLcolor books. One side of the cassette provides

-----"music and narration about a land of fantasy and enchantment called
Magic Mountain. The other side of the cassette is music only, for
improvisation and original interpretation.

69. Make Believe
$8.95.

.

AGE LEVELSt Kindergarten, Primary,Intermediate
USE: Movement Expl ration, Dramatics

72

Combining physical fitness with creative expression the seven move
ment stories set to musical adaptation on this album invite chiltIren
to make believe they are a bouneing ball, a playful puppy, stretchy
-pizza dough, a fluffy cloud, an inquisitive ghost, a drying shirt,
or a busy elevator. These, story songs are designed to encourage
,children'to express themselves 9torically and at the same,tithe
develop gross motor skills and lbordination, strengthen imaginations,
-build vocpulary, and express themselves creatively through physical
movem6ts which cbmbine basic dance and exercise poSitions. Side A
contains both music and vocal narration., Side B is instrumental
only; allowing children tb create their own interpretations. A
teacher's manual suggests tasic preliminary preparations as well as
additional movement stories which may'be presented with the instrumental

Doray (1 disc, 12 in., 33 1/3

70. Music For Creative Movement, Series One (1 disc, 12 in., 1/3 rpm)
$6.50.

AGE LEVELS: Primary, Intermediate
USE: Movement Exploration, Cross Mgtor Skills
VENDOR:

These twelve fully orchestrated selections can be used by the regular
or special education teacher or the physical educator for improvisational
activities involving turning, stretching, balancing, animal imitations,
locomdtor movements, partner activities, ball activities, and rope
jumping. Such activities can facilitate development of motor skills,
audl.tory discrimination, and dance patterns. The music may also be
used for free movement exploration as selections contain varying

'rhythmic p erns and tempos.

71. Music For Creative Movement, Series I disc, 12 in.. 1/3 rpm)
$6.50. C
AGE LEVELS: Primary, Intermediate
USE: Movement Exploration,, Gross Motor Skills
VENDOR: K
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SerieS two, like series one, also contains twelve fully orchestrated
a6lections-to be used by the regular or special education teacher or
the physical educator for various improvisational activities involving
sit-ups, balancing, hopping, ball skills, animal walks, and -bending..
These activities can help develop motor skills, auditory discrimination,
and dance patterns: oThe music may also be used for free movement'ex-
ploration, as selections Contain varying tempos and rhythmic 'patterns.

72. Noah's Ark (10 books, 1 cassette) $13.45!

AGE LEVELS: Early Childhood, Kindergarten, primary
USE: *vement Exploration, Language Development, Self-

fEXpression, Storytelling, Listening
VENDOR: R,

As one of the eight part Dance A Story Recordings series-this sdt
provides opportunities for children to dance and read a Story about
all the'animais who came two-by-two to Noah's ark. The set includes
a cassette and ten illustrated, full-color books. One side of the
cassette provides music and narration, th_other side is music only,
for improvisation and original inttrpreta on,

73. Outer ace:

12 in., 33 1

AGE LEVELS:
USE

Musical_ P a let, by Georgiana Liccione Stewart (1 dis(c,
rpm) $8.95.

Intermediate
Cross Motor Skills,'Movement Exploration,
Language Developmen Self-Expression

VENDOR:

Dramatics,

This musical playle_ developed around an outer space theme, combines
movement and dramatics with reading skills in a story set to music.
To enhance reading ability, children can listen to the record while
reading the script. .It can be used as a dramatic exercise, with
children-role playing or pantomiming the story as it goes along. The
music has been designed for specific movement activity--bouncing,
stretching, baton twirling, knee bends, toe touching, balancing, rope
jumping, animal walks, yoga positions--so it may be used as a physical
education of recreation activity. Each side of the record contains.
one, fifteen-minute part-that can be used alone. A manual includes
teacher'S hints for class use, scripts, movement activity, and related
curriculum materials.

74. F-ip.1--ances,fynDaSons, by Patty Zeitlin and Marcia Berman
(1 disc, 12 in. 33 1/3 rpm) $6.95.

AGE LEVELS: Primary, Intermediate
USE: Movement Exploration, - Dramatics, Emotional Development,

Language Development,- Storytelling
VENDOR: EA



Six ongsnbout rainy or windy days. comprise Side A of this record,
and all songs are clearly sung with enough repetition that young
children can sing along. Side B presents a danceable story narrated
by Ann Barlin that encouragesehildren to dance, sing, and dramatize
about a child's growth from infancy to independence. Sensory and
imaginative experiences with rain are part of the story. The
imaginative part, "I'll Pretend, To Be," may help children handle
fears of wind, thunder, and lightningly Side B offers sevdral lively
songs for expression and body movement-pertainingto wind and rain,
with a few quieter songs for listening and resting. The vocals are
shared by the authors. One song encourages children to create their
own words relating their rainy day experiences. ,A guide gives words
to the songs as well as suggested preparatory experiences for the
rainy day dance. This album is available on audiotape cassette for
$7.95.

75. Rh-tnms for Today, by Carrie Rasmussen and Viole te Stewart 2 discs,
12 in., 33 1/3 rpm) $11.95.

AGE LEVELS: Primary, inteemediate
USE: Crawling, Walking, dbinning, Skipping, Movement Exploration,

Pantomiming, Locomotor Rhythms
VENDOR: 'EA

F -five short piano and sound rhythms Intended t6 develop the
cre ive abilities of children have been,,organized into eight
cat gories on these records: Natural Movements (creeping, walking,
funning, skipping, etc.), Movable Objects (swinging, see-saw, etc.),
Animals, Make-Believe People, Real People, Nature, Transportation,
and Space Travel. The basic concept of the reciords is that movement
is a integral part of-children and is away of learning about life
and expressing what is learned. Movement ts rhythm and rhythm is a
part'of the natural and beautiful activity of We. These movements
can give experienci enrichment to children with perceptual motor
difficulty, learniLg disabilities, visual impairment, and those
lacking in self-expression and body image development. The rhymes
are simple enough to learn and the tempo of the music is slow and
easy. The addition of sound-effects can help to stimulate imagination
and can be used to enrich a language development activity.

The Toy Tree (10 books, l'cassette) $13.45.

AGE LEVELS: Early Chi idhood, Kindergurten, Primary
USE: Movement Exploration, Language Development, Selt-

Expression, Storytelling, Litening
VEND K:

The Toy Tree is ohe Est the eight-part Dance A Story Recorcptig! series
which provides opportunities for children to participate in stories
by dancing or following along with a book. This set includes a
cassette accompanied by ten illustrated ,full -color hooks. One side
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of the cassette provides music and narration about a magical tree
where toys grow. The other side of the cassette is music only, for
improvisation and'original interpretation. Young children will enjoy:
participating' in this Story while increasing their :skills in reading,
creativity, self-expression, and movement.

Troll At The General, Meeting (1 -disc, 12 in., 33 1/3 rpm) $5.95.

E:

LEVELS: Primary ,

Movement'Exploration, Perceptual Development, Gross
Motor Skills

VENDOR:

Droll At T jGeneral Meeting is record designed to,deVelop the
concepts of-,and participation I: such motor activities as rocking,
scampering,)hopping, tip toein-, resting, snoring, stretching', and
active counting. Particularly Children in grades one through four
may find it useful for folio .ng directions, learning how to stop and
go on cups, establishing a 'accurate awareness of the body and its
position in space, or simp y enjoying movement while attending to
the Troll as he gives inst uctions. Side two.of the record consists
of music without the story to provide opportunities for creativity.

78. Wake URI_ CalmDown, by Elizabeth Polk (I disc, 12 in 33 1/1 rpm) $7.95.

AGE LEVELS: Primary, Intermediate, Junior High
USE Movement Exploration, Dancei, Locomotor Rhythms
VENDOR: EA

,These eleven tunes represent a wide variety (5T moods and rhythmic
'Illaracteristies And are appropriate for Most instructional and
functional levels. Dance teachers, dance therapists, classroom and
musieteaChers will find this record valuable in initiating movement
and as accompaniment to other activities. The teacher's guide ,

contains tested approaches to the use of the selections for special
education classes. These ideas seek to dev'elop body control and image,
group interaction, and rhythmic sensitivity and aim to create-a proper
atmosphere, enlivening or calming a group. Each musical selection_
runs about three minutes. Some selections are "Town Without Pity,"
"Down By' The Station," "Tijuana Christmas," "We're Off To See The
Wizard," and "Limbo Rock." The author of the dance and rhythm

_

concepts, Elizabeth Polk, is a Registered Dance Therapist aid ember
of the American Dance Therapy Association.

7 Walk Like The Animals, ,by Georgiana Liccione Stewart (1 d isc, 12 in.,
33 1/3 rpm) $8.95.

AGE LEVELS: Early Childhood, Kindergarten, Primary
USE: Movement Exploration, Gross Motor Skills, Dramatics
VENDOR:



This tecord and its accompanying illustrated manua_ resent eight
imitative animal walks set to music, designed to prOvide children
opportunitieb to warm-up, stretch, and develop gross muscle co-
ordinations. Each musical activity invites children to walk like
some animal (inchworm, puppy dog, duck, crab, etc.), helping to
develop rhythmic coordination and perceptual motor skills.' The pacing,
rhythm, and tempo are simple and allow each child to perform at his/
her own capacity. With gradual demonstration, stressing the par-
ticular physical funStions to be used, young children may become more
aware,of the body,( its parts, and how they can move to imitate some-
thing other-than a human. Side A contains the music afd narration
describing the actionsside B has the musical backgrouhd only to
allow for free interpretation.
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RECORDS FOR DANCE

These various records can be used for social and square dances, some
creative dance,rand'teaching pre-dance skills to youngsters. Of particular :

interest are the records that present dances at different speeds, permiby_ng
the leader to teach even the most basic beg4ling steps with musical accom-
paniment. This approach also is helpful to dancers in wheelchairs who know
all the steps but cannot dance to music at regular fast tempo.

SO. Basic Conce s Throu h Dance For Exceitional Children: Bod Ima e by

Arden Jervey and Dorothy Carr disc, 12 in., 33 1/1 rpm) $6.95.

Primary, Intermediate, Junior High, Senior High
Dance, Body Awareness, Auditory Perception
EA

AGE LEVELS:
USE:

VENDOR:

These dhvgs were selected by the authors to develop and reinforce
self-concAt, body image, listening skills, and social development
in children. The r9cord uses a new tech que, repeating each dance
in several tempos, ranging from slow through medium and regular. The
recording in regular tempo consists of music only, making it ideal
for use in class or school dance programs; during slower tempos,
complete verbal directions for each dance are given. A simplified
approach to the steps, patterns, and instructions is followed
throughout.

81. Basic Conce- Throu h.Dance For Exce- iona Children; Position in
Space, by Arden Jervey and Dorothy Carr l'disc, 12 in., 33 1/3 rpm
$6.95.

AGE LEVELS: Primary, Intermediate, Junior High, Senior High
USE: Dance, Kinesthetic Perception, Body Awareness, Auditory

Perception
VENDOR: EA

This album of-selected dance step techniques, with piano aclompaniment,
repeats each dance selection in several tempos (slow through regular)
without losing the basic rhythm of thersong. The Voice pitch is low,
articulation is clear, and instructions are simple. Thus, individuals_
can rely on slow tempo and clear instructions until each dance step is
mastered. Positions in space dance steps encourage and reinforce self-
concept, body image, and listening skills through social activity.

82. BnsicSquare Dance Music (1 disc, 12 in., 33 1/3 rpm) $6.50.

AGE LEVELS: Primary, Intermediate, Junior High, Senior High, Adult
USE: Social Dance
VENDOR: EA
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This album contains five lively and familiar songs for those who wish
to do their own square dance calling. Written instructions for dance
patterns are also provided, as well as a glyssary of twenty-fiVe
square dance terms.

83. Children's Dance Time For Primary Children,-by Harold LeCrone. and Mary
JanerLeCrone'(1 disc, 10 in., 33 1/3 rpm) $4.-95.

AGE LEVELS: Primary, Intermediate
USE: Locomotor and Nonlocomotor Rhythms, Dance, Action Game

Pre-Dance.Skills, Walking, Hopping, Marching
VENDOR: LE

Composed and recorded by Harold and Mary Jane LeCrone, these piano
dance tunes lend themselves to rhythmic activities which include
clapping, sliding, walking, hopping, twisting, and marching. Game
and dance ides are included on the record jacket and the er&losed
direction sheet for "Swing Your partner," "Children's Colonial Dance,"
"Children's Clap DanCe," and a festival dance. As it is a teacher-
directed record, leaders should familiarize themselves' with' words, and
music concepts prior to group presentation.

84. Contemporaryrikling by Boyd M.
33 1/3 rpm) $8.95.

on (1 disc, 12 in.,

AGE LEVELS: Intermediate, Junior High
USE: Dance, Locomotor Rhythms, Agility Balance, Coordination,

Action Games, Flexibility
VENDOR: EA

Tinikling, an original iPhilippine folk dance, is performed -with two
Jong bamboo sticks that are clapped together as participants perform
various patterns between them. The dance cars be helpful in developing
coordinati/bn, grace, poise, rhythm, and ,timing, as well as agility
and balance. Contemporary songs in 4/4 ;:kme on the record include:
The Entertainer," "Put Your Hand In The IViand, " "Brasilia, " "What Now

My Love," "You Are The Sunshine Of My Life," and "Walk Right in."
Six five-foot bamboo poles may be purchased for $5.75 from the record
vendor.

85. Creative Dance, Volume One, by Jeri Packman (1 disc,
rpm) $5.95.

AGE LEVELS: Primary, Intermediate, Junior High
USE: Walking, Running, Skipping, Locomotor Rhythms, Dance,

Pre-Dance Skills
ED

3 1/3

VENDOR:

Creative Dance, Volume One presents basic dance step techniques
guided by the clear, slow paced narration of Jeri Packman. She
begins by asking.what dancp is and presents elementary dance vocabulary
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including walk, run, and skip followed b)kmnsic for each of these
movements, requesting the listeners to move. The remainder of .

side one contains technique, variations, improvisations, and dance
forms based on the walk; the same approach is used on side two for
running. The record can be used for one hour, one-half hour, or
only ten minutes of instruction and fun.

86. G reat1ve Dance, Volume Two, by Jeri Packman (1 disc, 12 in.,
33.1/3 rpm) $5.95.

AGE LEVELS: Primary,-Intermediate, Junior High
USE: .Walking,,Running, Skipping, Dance, Locomotor Rhytints,

Pre-Dance\Skilis
EDVENDOR:

Crean -e Two defines dance as movement, introduces
galloping and skipping, and repeats walk and run techniques,
varkarions, and improVisations from Volume One. The Polka,
Oazurka, and Tarantella are explained in terms of how they are
derived from these bas-ic movements. Side-two contains twelve
dance forms based on walk, run, skip,,and gallop. Instructions,
.narrated by the author, are softly and simply explained with piano
accompanirrient. The emphasis is on the accent, rhythm, and meter'
of the various dances rather than .the actual dance steps.

87 Dances For Little People, by William C. Janiak (I disc, 12 in.,
33 1/3 rpm) $6.50.

AGE LEVELS: Early Childhood, Kindergartn, Primary
USE Dance
VENDOR:

Simple dance movements,creared 'and narrateeby the.author, William
Janiak, are presented with fully or6hestrated music and song
words. Children may,darip4 according to directions, or make up
movements when listening to the instrumental only side. Some
selections are "Dance To The Rhythm Of Your Name," and "Move The
Circle Round And Round."

88. Dances Without Partners, by Henry "Buzz" Glass (2 discs, 12 in.
33 1/3 rpm) $12.95.

AGE LEVEL: Intermediate, Junior High, Senior High
USE: Dance
VENDOR: EA

Henry "Buzz" Glass, a dance instructor in the Oakland, California
Public Schools has used common square dance music for original dance
movements that require no partners. Most of the dances may be-
performed in linos (one fine facing another), columns, or circles.
The two-record album includes eight tunes, each presented three ways:
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(1) instructions only, (2),.eue-through, and (3) music alone. The
music is exciting and moves rapidly, as do the instructions, yet
once mastered by the teacher is simple eo talk-through and walk-
throu- This two record set is intended for grades four through
nine.

89. FolleDances, ray±"ayLIdiinGames, by Ed D'urlacher (2 discs,
12 in.,, 33 1/3 rpm) $12.95.

AGE-LEVELS: Kindergarten, Primary '

USE: Dance, Action and Singing Games
VENDOR: - .EA

The play party games, singing games, and folk dances on these records
include "Paw Paw Patch," "Chimes Of Dunkirk," "Jolly Is The Miller,"
"Csebegar,""American Indian Eagle Dance," "The Crested Hen," "Looby
Lou," and "La Raspa." These, selections from many countries are
taught in the talk-through, walk-through method. Each record has
both instructions and the complete musical selection without voice,
encouraging development of rhythms and basic dance movements.

90. The Fundamentals Of S uare Dancin 'Instructional, Level One, by Bob
Ruff and Jack Murtha (1 disc-, 12 in., 33 1/3-rpm) $5.95.

AGE LEVELS: Intermediate, Junior High
USE: Social Dance
VENDOR: Bob Ruff, 8459 Edmnru Avenue, Whittier, California, 90605

This record is suggested for use with children in the intermediate
grades. A four-step teaching procedure is recommended: (1) what to
do before meeting the class, (2) demonstration, (3) walk-through, and
(4) dancs. The teaching guide accompanying the record is made up
of sample lesson plans and walk-through combinations for each band
of the record; this is designed to assist inexperienced callers in
teaching square dance. Basic movements included on this album are:
circle left, right, and do sa do; swing and couple promenade; allemande
left; progressive circle; square identification; right and
forearm turns; circle to a line; bend the line; two ladies
four ladies grand chain; and right and left through.

91. The Fundamentals Of Slillare12117 Instructional, Level
Ruff and Jack Murtha (1 disc, 12 in., 33 1/3 rpm) $5.95.

AGE LEVELS:
USE:

VENDOR:

left grand;

chain,

Two, by Bob

Intermediate; Junior High, Senior High
Soci_ Dance
Bob uff, 8459 Edmaru Avenue, Whittier, California 90605

The Level Two albumis intended for. use with children in grades six
through nine. A four-step teaching procedure is used: (1) what to
do before meeting the class, (2) demonstration, (3) walk-through, and
(4) dance. The accompanying teaching guide is designed to assist
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inexperienced. square dance callers by providing sample lesson Oians
and walk-through combinations for each band of the record. Basic
movements included on this album are: progressive circle; stars;
do peso, all around and see saw; pass through and around one to a
line; box the gent and rool away; allemande thar star; weave the ring;
California twirl; dive through; ends turn in and split the ring;
rip'n snort; and grand square.

92. The Fundamentals Of uare Dancing: Instructional, Level Three, by
Bob Ruff and Jack Murtia (1 disc, 12 in., 1/3 rpm) $5.95.

AGE LEVELS: Junior High, Senior High, Adult
USE: Social Dance
VENDOR: ' Bob Ruff; 8459 Edmaru Avenue, Whittier, California, 0605

Recommended for use with students in grades.nine through twelve, \This
album uses a four-step- teaching procedure: (1) what to do before
Meeting the class, (2) demonstration, (3) walk-through,,and (4)
dance. An accompanying teaching guide is designed to assist in-
experienced square fiance callers in teaching square dance. The
guide is madeup of sample lesson plans and walk-through combinations
for each band on the record. Basic movements included on this
album are: U -turn back; ladies 3/4 chain; crosstrail; wheel around;
single file turn back; square through; big X progressive square;
buzz swing; right and left grand turn back; star through; alamo
style; slip the clutch; and couple backtrac

93. The Fundamentals Of S ua-- Dencin Pa
Ruff and Jack Murtha (1 disc,

0

ies, Level One, by Bob
Pm) $6J95.

AGE LEVELS: Intermediate,-Junior High, SeniorTigh, Adult
USE: Social Dance
VENDOR: Bob Ruff, 8459 Edmaru Avenue, Whittier, California, 90605

This record uses calls taken from The Fundamentals of S uare Dancin
Instructional series, and individuals who have mastered calls taught
on Level One ofthat series should be able to do most of the dances
on this record. The authors have found or created dances that are
designed to be fun and interesting. Calls on side A of the Party
Album use oa1/211s 'taught on side A oftheinstructionaLAibum, Level
One, while calls on side B of the Party Album draw from all movements
taught on the first Instructional ,Album. A teaching guide with
suggestions for each dance is included.

94. Heel, Too, Awa We Go: Sim l' ed Folk Dance Patterns For
by Georgiana Liccione Stewart I disc, 12 in., rpm) $8.95

AGE LEVELS: Kindergarten, Primary, Intermediate
USE: Nonlocomotor Rhythms, Action Games, Coordination,

. Fine Motor Skills, Pre-Dance Skills
VENDOR:
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This record presents a series of seated and standing repetitive ac-
tivities that invite young children to follow basic coordination
patterns with their hands and feet. Focusing on one skill at a time
and using it in a simple routine may help develop overall coordination.
Based on traditional folk dance steps and choreography,Ithese routines
have been simplified'and updated to encourage participation in the
rhythmic movements. A fully illustrated manual describes each ac-
tivity on side A of the album. Selections include: "Strolling
Through The Park," "Polly Wolly Doodle," "Sailor's Hornpipe," "Old
Grey Mare," "Shortnin' Bread," "Glow Worm," "Little Brown Jug," and
"Seeing Nelly Home." Side B is instrumental only.

95. The Hokey poky_And Other Favorites (1 disc, 12-in., 33 1/3 rpm) $5.95.

AGE LEVELS: 1Primary, Intermediate
USE: Dance, Auditory Perception, Action Games, Body Awareness
VENDOR: c LE

Side one of the it-EILIAtK contains -three forms'of this popular.
.song:_ a fast vocala fast band instrumental, and a sloOvcmal.
Side two includes '" "Let's Do The Bunny Hop," "Skip To My Lou," "Pop
Goes The. Weasel," and "Oh Susanna," all of which are instrumental
arrangements only. Directions for doing dance routines to these
tunes are printed on che,inside of the two -fold record jacket..-.
Children can use the instrumental selections to learn the specific
dances or to enjoy movements of their own creation. The varying
speeds of Hokey Pokey permit use of the record with children at
different ability levels.

96. Modern S.uare Dancin (2 discs, 12 in., 33 1/ xpm) $12.95.

AGE LEVELS: Intermediate, Junor High; Senior High Adult
USE: Social Dance
VENDOR: ED

Modern Sauare Danci presents square dancing with a new sound,
featuring Tijuana Brass and Dixieland. These: two records contain
well constructed, logically sequenced, modern music appealing to
all ae groups. Titles include "Magic Trumpet," "Peanuts," "Brasilia
"Lowdown Hoedown," "Walk Right In," "Apple Pie," "Mame," "Hello Dolly
and "Sassy Brass." Songs are presented with and without calls.

I I

97. Pre-Dance Activities, by Lou Stillman (1 diqc 12 in., 33 1/3 rpm) $6.95.

AGE LEVELS: Kindergarten, Primary
USE: Dance, Locomotor and Nonlocomotor Rhythms, Coordination

Pre-Dance Skills
VENDOR:
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This album is an introduction to elementary dance activities. Chil-
dren will easily grasp concepts presented in original song y
Lou Stailman. Primarily intended to develop rhythm cone ts, th se
dance activities may also contribute to overall body coordinan.
Some activities are specially designed for teacher involvement.
Simple directions are on the record and a guide is on the cover.

98. Pre-Square Dance, by Lou Stallman (1 44se, 12 in., 33 1/3 rpm) $6.95.

AGE LEVELS: Kindergarten, Primary
USE: Dance, Locomotor Rhythms, Auditory Perception, Pre-Dance.

Skills
VENDOR.

Lou Stallman has created these original contemporary songs to involve_
children in active movement and dance activities based on square dance
techniques. Through the music, children are made aware of rhythms,
sounds, animals and various other things surrounding them daily.
Songs include "Dance," "Boys and Girls," "Animals In The Circusim
"ABC," "Clap Hands," and "Driving Cars." The record is also available
on tape cassette for $7.95.

99. The Small Dancer (1 disc, 12 in., 33 1/3 Pm) $5.99.

AGE LEVELS: Early Childhood, Kindergarten, Primary
USE: Dance, Locomotor Rhythms,
VENDOR:

The vigorous rhythmic compositions contained on thig record were
lit especially arranged and conducted by Edward Jurey to encourage

Young children to respond rhythmically and creatively to the music.
Selections include `'Indian Dance Song," "African Dance Song,"
"Hukilau," "The ArKY Goes Rolling Along," and "Wind Up Toy."
Secondary benefits of the record are development of gross and fine
motor skills and expressive abilities.
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RECORDS FOR PERCEPTUAL-MOTOR AID MOTOR SKILLS ANDDEVELOPMENT

Almost any record, can be used for perceptual -motor and motor develop-
ment activities. However, not all teachers and leaders have the time or the

-createnecessary to reate their own-routines. The records in this section
have been chosen because they.giVe the teacher/leader some direction in
conducting routines and activities. These records arealso particularly
useful to the teacher/leader because they provide motivation for the young
,developing child through catchy songs and vocal instructions.

V
Rerceptual7motorand,motor development. records should certainly be-

used just-for-fun, but they can also promote very.defitite developmental
.

gains. Most of the records, for example, devote songs to teaching the child
left from right; others involve activities that promote finger strength .and
manual dexterity; still others demand. that,thepartieipant listen very care/

lly,. enhanting auditory Perception. Lots of ideas can be gained from
hese-presentations and'used later with other music-only recordings.

100. Adaptive Motor Learnin Techni des\For Children:
And Corrective Exercises, by Georgianasliccione Stewart (1 disc,
12 in .i 33 1/3 rpm) $8.95.

Conditionin

AGE LEVELS:
USE:

VENDOR:

Primary, Intermediate

Directionality, Laterality, Body Awareness, Phy
Fitness, Gross Motor Skills, Balance, Flexibili
K

ical

y

ihis album presents sequenced floor exercises designed to enhance
body conditioning, overall motor development, and perceptual develop
,meat. These balanced and evenly paced routines proceed continuously
with a piano-baCkgro d. Rhythm and tempo are slawallowing children
to focus attention or( the objective of each routine yet enjoy doing

'it Some- objectives _re right /left progression, laterality, leg
coordination, breath control, and stretching. All selections.Were
designed to be done in a 'limited space and without special preparation.
he guidelines accompanying the album include hints and fltr'seeuencel
as as-iildstrations for each selection. Side A is combined
narration and music; side B is instrumental only.

0

101. li:24y_ApaseItusic (1 disc, 12

ACE LEVELS:
eUSE:

VENDOR:

1/3 rpm) $6.95.

Kindergarten, Primary, Intermediate
Directionality, Laterality, Body Awareness, Kinesthetic
Perception.
Ch

The objective of these simply orchestrated musical activities and
exercises is to develop body space perception. Each selection invites
participants to move their bodies in ways that may enhance the
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awareness of body image, body in space, left/right progression,:
directionality, .or laterality. All may'exercise,creatively 'during
such selections as "Ereeorm Tkercise" or with specific instruction
to selections like "Action Front, Action

Basic Body Movements For Little -epitle, by
1 disc, 12 in, 33 1J3,tpm)

AGE LEVELS: Early'Childhood, Kindergarten
USE: Gross Motor SkillA; Fine KotorSkills,'Body Awareness,

Self-Concept
VENDOR:, fC

The original songs presented on this record emphasize simple, basic
body movements involving the head; hands, drms, and legs, Objectives
include increasing coordination'of fine and gross motor skills, Under-
standing and using body parts, developing interpersonal c9mmunicatiOn,
improving memory and concentration span, and establishing a feeling
of individual and group success. Some of the songs are "Arms Up,"
"Keep Movin'," "Point," and "Row, Swim, Shake." The mu is background
to the narrative" commands has a rock sound designed to motivate"chil-
dren to follow the voice of the song leader as he enthusiastically_
guides them through the activities. Side A is Vocal and instrumental'
and side B is instrumental only:, a guide accompanies the record with
words I each song.

103. Cprpet Sguare, by Sharron L.- Lucky (1, disc, 12 in., 33 1, rpm) $5.95.

AGE LEVELS: Primary,,Intermediate
USE: Gross Motor Skills, Coordination, Balance Agility,

Flexibility -

VENDOR: LE

Stimulation of students' creativity is one goal of Carpetquare.
Standing on short nap carpet squares (nap down), students do twisting
motions which can'propel them across the floor. 'Activities are care-
fully planned for developmeht'bl-basic motor skills; balance, eo- )

ordination, and dexterity. The'Car-et Twist includes twist routines,
stamp/clap instructions, and music in 2/ , 14, 4/4, and 6/8 time
signatures. ,Familiar harmonies using p;,no and drums accompany the
vocal instructions. The record cover also has simplified printed
directions. Primary and intermediate grade children may find Carpet
square activities useful to their motor development program, yet
equally adaptable for classroom use.

104. Children's ,mil Awareness And Me e e t Exe ises by Bob Kay, (1 disc,

12 in-; 33 f/S, $6A5.

AGE LEVELS: Primary, Intermediate
USE: Body Awareness, Kinpsthetic Perception
VENDOR: Ch
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These original exercises and musical activities. by Bob Kay.introdu
body awareness tO young children in a way that may be enjoyable as
well as developmeatallylnneflaal. The movements are,161vely-and
encourage the children to use their bodies while moving about, :eo
becpMk aware oe'their body parts, and to build an image,of their
body as. a

.105. Chute The Works, by Billy Gober (2.-ditesi 12

AGE LEVELS:.. Intermediate, Junior high, _Senior High
USE: .Gross Motor Skills, Nanual Dexterity, Body Awarene
VENDOR:

rpm) $12.95.

';-

This two - record se is daigned for students with some previous
paraChute play experience,-and stresses body management, manipulative

,

activities, and group participation. Record one features body'-
management activities ;tat help develop awareness of the body in
motion; record two focuses on manipulative skills that enhanee
ability to fiandle objects. Adtivities are coordinated with music

4
stimulate chutistj. The man al includes detailed instructions'
each activity and is illuirated with action photographs. For

each record, instructions accompany the music on one side with
instrumental alone on the other,

106. flIELAT1Lx_millp, by Ambrose Brazelton and Gabriel DeSantIt
(I disc, 12,in., 33 1/3 rpm) $6.95.

AGE LEVELS:
USE

-VENDOR:

Early Childhood, Kindergarten, y, Intermediate
Body Awareness, Nonlocomotor Rhythms, Fine Motor Skills,
Manual Dexterity
EA`

This album contains motor activities to stimulate the senorimotor
growth of elementary school children. -, Patterning.activit-es can
help children develop rhythm, Vordinatib, small and large Muscles_
mental sequencing and retentio, and awareness of body parts. Ac-
tivities are geared for classroom use, and require little space.

- Finger snapping, rhythmic hand and arm movementS, finger exercises,
cooperative cross' hand patting and various other exercises are
included.Under the following titlei: "Clap',Saap Bat," "Hand Jive,
"Pattycakd Partners Marching Fingers," and "Pound And Resound."

- 107. Color Me

ACE LEVELS:
[SSE:

VENDOR.;

Judy Spiewak (1 disc, .12 in 11 1/3-rpm) $6.5-

Early. childhood, Kindergarten, Primary

Directionality, Body Awareness, Cross Not& Skills,- Fine
Motor Skills, Coordination, Perceptual-Motor Development
Michigan Recreation and Park Association-, ATTA Building,
Suite 11, 6425 South Pennsylvania; Lansing, Michigan,
48910
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Designed klit'pr64chooi. and-primary children, Color Me Moving ma
used as an aid to Improving coordination, fine and gross. motor ki =

directionality, ho4yimage,and physical fitness. of children, The

female narrator, piano accompaniment, and isoth combination of
various rhythMs provide An enjoyable-listening experience.- Oppor
tunityto follow directions and give the proper motor response is
als0 facilitated by presentations on this record. Lessons may be
used by individuals, small groups, or large groups.

108. Cob &mated Classroom-Activities Creative Learnin- Ex-erience:
Movement Music Art (1 disc, 12 in., 33 rpm) $8.95.

AGE LEVEL'S: Early Childhood, Kindergarten, Primary
USE: GroSs Motor Skills, Balance, Agilpty, Movement

Exploration, Art
VENDOR:. LA

-rhe music activities contained in this record were selected to meet
specific bebavioralp-objectives such as improvement of static and
dynualc balance, locomotive skills, and,agility. -_:Mo-Vementa called
for to achieve objectives arc: Roundup, a group game with all kinds
of gallops; Safari, creative movement for balance; and Circus,.
different movements included on the Neurological Gait Examination.,
Art ac;ivities suggested in the accompanying guide encourage a total
).eakning experience. Simple format and directions enable teachers
to use this record without preparation and children to use it alone.
"The Lion Sleeps," 'nab)? Elephant Walk, " " "I'm An Old 'Cow Hand," and
"Deep In The Heart Of rekas" are sone:of the musical Selections on
'the record; side A. has music and directions and side's is instrumental.
only.

109. Coordination Skills:
tivities, by

Rh thmic E -e hand and Patter ed Movement. Ac-
arold Hissam discs- I la., 33 1/3 rpm-

ACE LEVELS: Kindergarten, Primary 'intermediate
ME: 3 Eye-Hand Coordination, Visual Perception, Manual

Dexterity, Throwing, Catching, Coordination, Non-
-

locomotor Tthythras

'EMDOR: EA

-Coordination Skills: Rh ic- and And Patterned Movement Ac-
tivities contains two records_ ith music and.cnes and a third, record
of instrumental music. only.. elections` include "Pass Me By,' /-"And I

love Her," "Syncopated Clock,' "Windmills ,Of hour Mind, Activi.t

involve young children in learning to _throw and catch a hall without
the fears which can accompany this. Directions call for using
corful yarn balls which children manipulate, pass.to one another,
roll, toas, or squeeze to the beet of the music and to instructions
given. Such activities can help students develop eye-hand c9ordination
fine and large muscle coordination, balance, Overall body coordination
in various positions, and feelings of accmplishment. The pri.ceof,
$31.95 includes three records, manual, ancrten yarn balls, although
manual and records only maybe 'purthased for $16.95.
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11D. ,,Danish Balance Exe
33 1/3 rpm) $6.95.

by Karolie Keelerie (1 disc, 12 in.:,

AGE LEVELS': Inter mediate, Junior High, Senior High, Adult
USE: -Balance, Body. Awareness, Kinesthetic Perception,

Grciss Motor, Skills
VENDQF EA

The graceful Danish balance exercises on this record are designed to
promote participants' body management.and kinesthetic awareness. Ac-
tivities are executed on the floor and progress from simple to mbre
demanding.. Performed inseggence, the balance activities could be
used in an exhibition or show:,' Musical accompaniment: ranges from
"Twilight Time" to works of Chopin and Schubert. Cues 'and music are
given on one side of the:tea-ord.aftd a music only medley on the other;
an illustrated instruction manual is provided.

Danish_ Hall Rhythms: Prima
33. 1/3 rpm) $12.95.

AGE LEVELS: Primary
USE:, Eye-Hand Coordination, Ball Skills, Agil=ity, oorTi

Visual Perception
VENDOR: EA

by Karoline Keeleric 2 discs, 12 .in.

_ation,

This beginning two-record set teaches the fundamentals-of Danish
ball activities. Activities are sequential and progressive,
starting with simple rolling and. on to a variety of throws,
movements 41 turns. The activities are performed to lilting Danish
tunes selected by the author, As well as Wing:fun, children may
improve coordination,-perceptual skills, And gross motor skill
developmen- The album incluilips oral instructions, cues with
music medl and an illustrated teacher's manual.

112. Danish Bal
33 1/3

thins: Elfementa by Karoline Keelerio (I disc, 12 in.,
7.95

ACE LEV EntermsoiAate
USE:' 11 Eye-hand Coordination, Ball Skills, Agility, Coordination,

Visual Perception
VENDOR: EA

A follow-up to 221214111ihythms: iprynary, the_ melodies and
Danish ball routines or this album are more complex to challenge
the more highly developed motor ability-of the intermediate grade
level student. The album consists of cues with music, music
medleys, and an illustrated teacher's guide.
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%
113. DeveloplodySlacepercepTion Motor SkillteGne (1 disc,

12 in., 33 1/3 rpm) $5.95.

AGE LEVELS:. Kindergarten, Primary
USE: Body,Awaraness, kinesthetic Perception, Manual 'Dexterity,-

Balance, Agility, Eye7Hand Coordination Gross Motor
Skills

VENDOR:

4

G- and exercises set to music are presented on this album to
assist young children in develoPing'a 'sense of themselves in,/rA
relation'to place and space. AttivitieS are designed to challenge
children to sense form and structure and to perceive spatial re-
lationships as they relate themselves to their environment. The
sequential activities contain movements't0 enhance balance, body
image, agility,-1ocomotor ability, hand-eye coordination, manual
Aexterity, and fine and gross motor skills;

L14. level Perception Motor Skills, Volume Two (1 disc,
12 in., 5.95;

AGE LEVELS:, Kindergarten Primary:,

USE: Directionality, Laterality,.Rinesthe_ic percel3tion
VENDOR.

This record presents games and exercises to music aimed at
encouraging young children to develop a sense of.,1sterality,
,directionality, and orientation. The activities ate carefully
structured and' sequenced from simple to more difficult motor
moveikents. Children are stimulmted to move through the use of
rhythms and commands. that invite them to attend to their bodies
as they'ake the movements.

115 Developing Body _Space Perceation,Ilomto Thr&e (1 disc-a
1Z 33 1/3 rpm). $5.95.

AGE LEVELS Kindergarten, Primary'
USE: Directionality, DateraIitY,,Soc Awareness;' Kinesthetic

Perception
VENDOR:

This record presents games and..ekerases.set to music aimed at
encouragitg young cbiAdrva with perceptual impairments to develop
a sense of positional,relations in place and .space. Activities
may enable children to physicallyexperience such concepts as
front/back, rigllt/left, under over, in/out, to/from, side to side,
around, up/down. These concepts are th related to the child
him/herself, to objects, and to other 70ple.
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1216:- DeVelo-in The Fercetual -Motor Abilities Of Prinla -r Level Children,
by Dorothy Carr and Brya

AGE LEVELS: Primary
'USE: Kinesthetic Perception, Balance, Agility
VENDOR: EA

tty (2 discs, 1 rpm) $12.95.

These albums provide a sequentially-developed training program to
help primaryleVel students develop, basic,perceptual motor skills.
The activities are based pn research. with normal, blind, retarded,
-d learning- disabled children done by Dorothy Carr and Bryant. Cratty.

Largely narrative, the albums allow sufficient time for children to
perform activities according to unhurried instructions: Each ap-
iivity is,repeated six to e1ght times to rhythmical musical accom-
paniment. Training includes the sequential development of agility,
b )aance, combiqation.balance and agility, increasingly complex
combinations oebalance and locomotor-agilit turning locomoturN
-agility, and complex agility-locomotor activities.- Variety in
levels of'qmplexity permits pacing activities accOrding to the
'abilities'oi the student's. The set can be teacher - directed with
groups or used by students themselves and includes:two albums and
asuide for their usage.'

111. Th- Duvelo ment Of B d Awareness -And Position In S e,- by Dor-thy
Carr and Bryant Crat y (L disc, 12 in., 33 113 rpm) $6.50.

AGE LEVELS: Primary, Intermediate
Body Awareness', Kinesthetic Perception, Laterality

118.

USE:
VENDOR: EA

.

This research d sequential staining program was developed to help
participantS establish an accurate awareness of their bodies and
position in space. The program also involves the presentation of
movement learning opportunities whit are intended to heighten the
student's concept of laterality.. The record begins- with exercises
for awareness of body surface's' (front, back; top, bottom, sides)
and ends with the participant relating him/herself'to ether people
and objects by making various left-right judgments about them.

to mental MD Skil For Self-Awareness, by_ Ceorgiana liccione
Stewart discs,.12 in., 3 1j.3 rpm) $12.95.

AGE LEVELS. Primary, Intermediate
USE: Gross Vo or Skills, Movement Explo ation, Dance
VENDOR: K

This two-record set of musical selections provides self-expression
activities which use dance therapy techniques,lthe area of the
author's expertise. .Easy, repetitive, and creative "movements per-
formed to catchy tunes and variations of musical themes help to
stimulate each child's imagination. In addition to the two records
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(one vocaland ore instrumental), the set includes a:teacher's guide
and a coordinated coloring book.: In some instances it will be
necessary to introduce basic skills such as hopping, skipping, tip
toeing, etc. 'before using in an activity. Thus it is important for
the leader to become familiar with the components of the various ac-
tivities prior to using the record with participants.

119. D--nalciri&AcSi-ties, by Dorothy Carr and Bryant Crafty
(2 discs, 12 in., 33 1/3 rpm) $12,95.:

1

AGE LEVELS: Primary
USE: Body Awareness -, Kinesthet
VENDOR: EA

A

Perception, Balance

Perceptual motor skill activitie ued in this album are sequenced
from slmpleto more comply line al_- tasks'. Music is specially
arranged td'accompany the static Unid moving balance activities and
tasks. These tasks may aid thildtnnan becoming aware of their body
and its relationship to space and ethers. A guide accompanies the

.-t.
two-record album.

120. D namic Balan n ies: Balance Begin, by Dorothy -Carr- -and

ryant Cratty (2 disc in., 33 1/3 rph)

AGE LEVELS: Primary
USE: Body Am
VENDOR: EA

ss, Kinesthet Percept on Balance

Th'e material on these recorda attempts to correlate balance and, bodY,!1:
image activitieaAothat the balante beam will be most effectiveIY-''
used. A sequenCed program from simple'walking on a balance beam to
more complex patterns and activities is suggested. Various walking
positions. in which extra stresses (i.e., ropes, hoops)are platd on
the beam to encourage greater demands on the part of the child are
orally cued with music accompaniment. A wide range Of activities is
provided so that children pf varying abilities may be challenged with

,'novel-and,domplex balance activities.

121. lo P ce ual Motor Needs tf Priar Level Children (2 discs,
12 in rpm) $12.95.

AGE, LEVELS: Kindergarten, Primary
USE: Perceptual-Motor Development, Kinesthetic Perception,

Balance, Agility
VENDOR: L

These records provide a sequentially developed training program to
help pupils establish netessaty perceptual -motor skills. From three

to eleven exercises are included ip each aspect of the program, which
involves the sequential development of the following: agility, balance,

combination balance andlocombtor/agility, turning, locomotor /agility.
More complex exercises are in the latter selections.
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122t 11.ay_Voine (1 disc, 12 in., Pm 595.

AGE LEVELS: ACindergarte Primary
USE: Fine Motor Skills, Manual texterity, Pantomiming,

Finger Plays
VERDOR: L

111spr-Play,iVolume One is designed for young children in kindergarten
.throkith.grade two. It consists of songs and games to help children
develop qnger-coordination, such as "Eency Weency Spider," as well
as new flinger plays. Simple, clear presentatidn of activitt-Wchar-
acterize this record, and a teacher's manual is included.

lT Ilas!IllaYLKallT!Ea (1 disc, 12 in., 33 1/3 rpm) $5.95.

AGE LEVELS: .Kindergarten,,IFrimary
USE ,Fl_ne Motor Skills, Mibual,Dexte Pan omimin

_1/4... Finger Plays
OR:- L

401mb

l24.

'Fin-ermlerwo isa follow-up to Volume One in that
slightly more complex finger actions-are introduced, gongs and
gamessome familiar, some new--are presented simPly,and clearly
to help children follow along. A. teacher's manual includes words

thesongs and helpful suggestions.

12 in.,
or 'Tine

1/3
Skills, Georgians, L

rn)

clone Stewart
. -

AGE LEVELS: Primary, Intermediate
USE Eye-Hand Coordination, Fine Motor _ills, Manual

Dexterity, Language Development, Perceptual-Motor
:...Development. e.

VENDOR:

Simple repetitive and specific fine motor control exercises have
been coordinated to contemporary music by Georgiana Liccione Stewart,
an expertenced dance educator and teacher in special education. For
each of the seven tunes there are 'essy-tg-do.cxe'rcises fat eye-hand
cpordinatien, right-left discrimipationt..ogular motor traieng,
tongue and arm stretch, independent finger,control, grasping, speech.
therapy, and'facial muscle controi. Language arts skills ate,an -

integraIipa4t of this record. The accompanying twenty-two page
manual breaks down each song into three parts: narration, suggested
exercises and activities, and illustrations done' in line drawing.
All of these activities can be done seated.
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125. _fun Activities_For Perceptual Motor Skills, by Georgians Liccipne
Stewart (1 disc, 12 in., 31 1/3 rpm) $8.95.

AGE LEVELS: Primary,'Intermediate
USE Laterality, Body Awareness, Perceptual-Motor Development,

PineMotor Skills, Gros Motor Skills
VENDOR:

A

This album includes seven musical activities designed to be performed
in a classrbom situation either seated or standing. Using contemporary
tunes ( "Amen," "Love Will Keep Us 1pgether.'',"Melody Of Love" .the author
combines fine and gross motor skills, dance" and physical
fitness, exercises-in structured and specific routines. so that c_ -dren
may learn to follow directicins and enjoy musical stories while

.

develOping perceptual-motor. skills. Routines include hand clapping,
stretching; hand shaking, body identification, finger play, walking
patterns,.hand coordination, and right/left discrimination. Side A_
has music with narration whichcan he followed by using the complete
teacher's guide, and side Bis-,instrumental only.

126. asleasaliglEa (2 discs, 12 in., 33 1/3 rpm) $12.95.

ACE LEVELS: Primary, Intermediate.
USE: Walking, Running, Jumpin arching, Bouncing, Direction-

ality, Laterality, Balance, Agility, Coordination, Pre-
Dance Skills, Flexibilit

-VENDOR: EA C

Fundanqntal Rpithms-IS 'a two-record album, of fully orchestrated in-
(strumentals deSigned to encourage active participation by children
in prtmary through intermediate'grdes. Various tempos and:rhythmic
selectionS are presented in order to. .help develop skills such as
agility balance, right/left progression, directionality, laterality,
grace, and poise: Activities include walk, run, jump, gallop, hop,
skip, March, jig, ball bounce, and rope. jump._ These records are
useful inn motor development, recreation, or'classroom,programs,':

L27. HandRhtivities For Hand And Finger
by Harold leCrone and Mary-Jane LeCrone (1 disc,..10 in., 33 1/3 rpm)
$4.95.

CE LEVELS: Nonspecific
USE: Eye -Hand Coordination, Fine

Dexterity
or Skill:a, Manual

Original rhythmic melodies composed especiaAy for specific finger.
and hand exercises are directed by a male vocalist with organ accom-
paniment. The recording was planned and used in a series 'of projects
that involved handicapOed andHbOnhandicapped children to enhanCe
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finger and hand dexterity, eye - hand coordinat on, muscle control;
individual finger strength, and:bilateral use of hands. Activities

. can be performed while sitting, standing; or in the prone position,
thus making them uaablebyprsons in wheelchairs or who are bedfast.

128. Introduction To eech Volume-Three, by Edward Scagliotta
(1 disc, 12 in., rpm

AGE LEVELS: Primary, Intermediate
USE: Auditory Perception, LangUage Development,
VENDOR: Co

Listening

This record is the third of a series of three records designed to
provide programed enrichment for children with auditor perceptual
impairment. It presents sound patterns basic to auditory appreciation
of the woken word. Initial, medidk, and final sounds, sound.
combinations, and speech readiness listening activities are in-
cluded in such,a way' that teacher and children may actively part
pate and respond. A simply stated instructional manual accompanies
this record, which is also available on tape cassette-foN.7.50.

129, Learnin& About Me
12 in., 33 1/3 rpm

And Th
$6.50.

AbALEVELS:
USE:-

VENDOR:

Early Childhood, Kinderga
Walking, Running, Jumping
Ski,pping, Hopping:
S

Songs and activities on Learni
clude such titles as "Walking," "Jumping," "Skipping," "I:lopping,"
"Running," "Bending," "TwiSting," "Touching," and "Stretalqg and
Wiggling." Selections werodjsigned to develop-the child's physical
coordination and gross motor development. Songs and activities would

useful in a recreation or Mere.structu col motor deVelopment progrmm.

by .4,11;Sealiman (1 disci

en, Primary
rd nation; Flexibility,

Abou d T ode in-

be

130. M e Alan- Al habet by Mayaporay (1 disc, 12 in., 33 1/3 -T

ACE LEVELS: Ea;1y Childhood, ,l(indergarten,, Pkmary

USE: Cross Motor Skills, Movement Exploration, Language
Development
KVEND°

$8.95.

is record combines physical edUcation with learning about the
alphabet in a unique way to help children develop physically as
well as mentally. The_ alphabet is taught' through letter and word

association, which is combined with movemen based on letters of
alphabet. The record Was one study for each lEitter, and the

accompanying manual includes an additional movement study, thus
totaling two studies for each letter. Examples include "B is for
Bending," "K is for Kicking," "R isfor Running, Rolling, =and Rest-
ing!!" The manual provides detailed teaching suggestions.
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131. Multi-Purpose Sin gin Games, by Henry )Buzz" Glass disc, 12
33.1/3 rim) $6.50.

132.

ACE LEVELS: PrimAry, Intermediate
USE: Gross Motor Skills, Locomo

Action Games
VENDOR: EA

or and Nonlocomotor RhythmD,

Designed to aid in the development Of both clasproord.and physical
skills,, these singing games offer a variety of moods and subjects.
Activities encourage.purposeful listening and help develop co-
-ordination, agility, spontaneity, rhythm, and dramatic expression.
Gross motor skill activities that accompany the tunes, are useful
for relieving tension;_ teaching body awareness, and handedness,
and providing opportunities for movement exploration.- Selections
include "'tooth Your Toes," "HereWeGo ligivo The Mountain,"'"How
Do yOu-DoEveryhodY," "'M"Jim Along JOsie,ay Musciana." and "Kola
Aid." Children are encouraged to listen' and participate in the
songs sung and played in a warm friendly manner by Henry "Buzz ""
Glass.

ulti-Pu o

AGE LEVELS:
USE:

Sin in Games Humber

Pm) $6.50.

Primary, lnt'ermedia
Gross Motor Skills,
ActiodCamds
EA

by Henry ' u " Glass

qcomotor and Nth

These long-action singirig games can be used in music class, physical
education,' or as a break.from cIassroomvactiVities, The author
Sings and plays tunes that encourage liitening,coordination,

c-ba/1

spontaneity,,rhythm, and dr atic expression. COardinatien, agility,
y-and creativity maybe revel ped from participation in the e-Igames-

me of the songs included on this album are"The Zulu Warridl,":
"Old Macdonal&Had A Farm," "The Bear Growl," and "TraMp, Tramp,'
Tramp,"

cal Ball Skills, by Jacob D. Geiger
2 in., 33: 1/3 rpm) $12.95.

AGE LEVELS: 'Kindergarten, Primary, Intermediaie, Junior High
Ball Skills, Eye-Hand Coordination

VENDOR: EA

and 'Edwin Popper (2 discs,

Bouncing, throWing, catching, rolling, paSsing, and dribbling balls
in rhythmic patterns to pOpular musical selections and square dance
music'provlde a method of enhancihg children's coordination ability
and perceptual skills. This two - record album contains eight musical
hall skills, -each divided into thrte parts:, (1) talk and walk through
instruction, (2) 'cues with music, and (3) music only. The routines
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are p esented in increa ing'degree of difficulty. guide.

bookl t suggest th*basic ball techniques be,introdtiCedbefore,..
using- records. This set is available on tape cassette ler $13.95.

134. On , Three, and Move, by Georgina Liccfone Stewart (2 discs,
12 in. 1/3 rpm) $12.95-

ACE LEVEI1S t Kindergarten, Primary
USE:, -Gross MotorSkills,LocoORhythms Pre-Dance Skilla
11ENDOR: EA

Two records and an illustr d manual'incEude methods for teaching
basic Motor skills and Suggested activities to incorporate thepe
skills. Album one contains simply orchestrated original music useful
for practicing basic motor skills such as skip,,gallop, march, tip=
toe, jump, hop, and-waltz. Such musa may be used for a variety of
acetVities where children.canmoVe slowly and deloiberately with'the
music. ,Albno,two consists of-fully-orchestrated popular songs such
as "Tie A Yellow Ribbon," "JorTo The World," and "Playground In My
Mind." These may'accompany a variety of rhythmic activities in-
cluding dance, trampoline, ball bouncing, singing, or clapping.

IF

135. Parachute Activities With Folk Dance Music, by JoAnn Seker and George-..
Jones Z discs, 12 in., 33 1/3 rpm) $12.95.

AGE LEVELS: Intermediate, Junior High, Senior iligh
USE: Cross Motor Skills, Coordination
VENDOR: EA

This two-record album consists of authentic international_ folk
dances modified and adapted for use with the parachute. One section'

of
l

the album gives simple directions fo rhythmic movements, pro-
viding 'opportunities for developing gr o s motor skills, coordination,
and rhydam awareness while manipulating a parachute. Selections in-

:elude "Pop Goes The Weasel," "La Raspa," "Cshebogar," "Irish Washer-
,woman" and others. The accompanying-manual gives complete instructions
'for and photographs of, specific movements. This album is a follow-up
to Rh thmic Parachute Fla by the same authors.

AGE LE'VELS:

USE:

VENDOR:

-ernes by Jack Capon, Rosemary Helium and
2 in., 33 1/5 rpm) $6.95.

Primary, Interd6diate
Perceptual-Motorj)evelopment, Balance, Body
Coordination,- Gross Motor Skills-,
EA

Ferceptual-,motor expe and learning thrOugh movement activities
are combined with spropr atemusic on this album. Games and ac-
tivities on the record neither require partners nor constant direc-
tion; the leader maybe an aide, parent, or student. ome of the
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musical selections are: "Love Is Blue," "Hey, Look Me Over," .Wheels,
"Electronic Music," "Raindrops, Keep Falling On My Head." An accom-
panying guide gives suggestions for performing to each selection
and discusses perceptual-motor values of egch, which include locomotor
development, body image, balance, and overall coordination.

137.. TI!rh-sicalEttusi, by Lou Stallman and Bob Susser
(I disc, 12 in., 33 1/3 rpm) $6.951

AGE LEVELS: Early Childhood, Kindergarten, P ary
USE: Mprcing,-Tumping, Gross Motor Skills Body Awareness,

Locom at. Rhythms
VENDOR:

.

Original songs and music by Lou Stallman and Bob Susser provide`.
batkground- for exercises involving'all parts of the body, the learn-
ing of rhythm and marZhes, ancL games stressing:self-expression and
physical development. Directions 'are simple to follow and encourage
not only movementAo' thepusic, but class participation "in singing
as well. Among activities,proVided are: stretching and touching
toes; noving to the beat.of the music while hopping, jumping,
stamping feet,-and clappingjiands; and identifying variouSparts'
of the body. A song written especiaiLY:for rest time after the
children have finished their' 'dercites is also "included. Titles
of,,songs afe: "Let's Do The Morning Exercise," "Move To the Bea
"Time To Rest," "Let's Do The Marching Game," "Move 'To The Rhythm,
"Hand Came, "L 's Get Together,"'And "First The'Teacher, ten
The Students "

138. re-Tumblin

-,-- , -

AGE-,LEVELS 'Primary-
. Gross Motor Skills, -Body Away mss, RelaAat
VENDOR: EA .

This two - record set includes instructions-for, relaxation training
which children are taken _rough tasks .that" encourage the t o

16their limbs and total bcf ies as slowly Z--g they can. The reco s

,presents activities' that provide the bases for more Complex tu ing
mOvements. For example, instructions-in falling, turning rd falling,
ane'simple rolling movements can be practiced prior to attempting ,
front and backward roll

.
.

139. Relax ibn Ttainin by Dorothy Carr and Bryant' Gritty (1 disc, 12
33 1 rpm) $6.50..

Skills For
12 in.,ty (2 d scs,

Cont'r'ol, Dorothy Car
rpm) $12.95.

#

AGE LEVELS: Primar
USE : Relaxa
VENDOR: EA

Emotional beve liody Awareness
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The purpose of this album is toThelp. children with impulse control
problems better place themselves under good control and adjust their
levels of attention and arousal to those appropriate for quiet tasks.
Exercises are both directed:by a narrator and explained in an acc
panying guide.. Quality and inflection of the narrator's voice vari
according to typt of control partickpants are experiencing at a
iveriJnoment. Relaxation exercises can be leader/teacher-directed

and modified according to specific needs, or they may be followed by
the child alone. Children may discover for the first time that they
can truly slow down,-think and relax; this experience can be carried-
over to a classroom atmosphere. Since names of the parts of the ---

body'are constantly repeated in the drills, the album also involves
body image training.

140. Rhythmic Parachute Ply, by JoAnn Seker and George Jones (2 discs,
12 in., 33 1/3 rpm) $12.95.

AGE LEVELS: Primary, Intermediates, Junior High, Senior High
USE: Gross Motor Skills, Coordin,Ition
VENDOR:

1'

This two-record set contai eleven selections of modern up-dated
music specifically arrange_ to fit the rhythm and flow of parachute
activities. In combination with the complete instructional manual,

P,whi h includes activity suggestion*.and many supplerantary ideas
illustrated by actual photographs of children performing each ac-
tivity, participants will be able to perform parachute activities
immediately. Vocal commands on the records are timed to actual
parachute p ay and set to the rhythmic flow of each formation.
Record one provides commands and formations; record two provides
musical se_ections al6ne to allow 4Oudents to create or perform
routines w lhout the interference Of the vocalizations.

141. Rhythms For Basic Motor Skills, by Georgiana Licc_ione Stewart (1 disc
12 in., 33 1/3 rpm) $8.95.

AGE LEVELS: Primary, Intermediate
USE: Gross Motor Skills, Locomtor Rhythms, Pre-Dance

(arching
VENDO

hms For Basic Motor Skills is designed to aid children who a
in motor or perceptual skills to develop seven basic Motor

ements:-, skip, hop, gallop, tiptoe, jump, waltz, and march.
inal melodies, simply orchestil.Aed music, well modulated nar-

ration, and constant and lively twpos create a feeling for move-
ment. A count-off precedes each4election to set tempo and imtroduee
the movement, then a constant rhythm allows for repetition and
development of the movement. Side A has narration that provides
directions, count-offs, and several patterns of vary4ig difficulty
For eh skill. Side B has the same musiewithout narration to allow
For practice, adaptation, or creativity.
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142. .Roeiandlin, by David G. Rumbaugh disc, 12 in.,
33 1/3 rpm) $6.95.

AGE LEVELS: Primary, Intermediate
USE: Directionality, Laterality; Body Awareness, GrosS MotOr

Skills,Marnial Dexterity, Eyelland Coordination, Ball"
Skills

VENDOR: L

These specially arranged compositions were prepared to,assist chil-
dren in the developmOt of motor skills. The album is useful in
remediating eye-hand Coordination and manual dexterity problems, and
provides active enjoyment as well as opportunities for following
directions, improving gross motor skills, and rqcognizing right and
left:.'" An additional area covered is mirror image, which heightens
participants' awreness of their body and its-position in various
movements.

143. Son s In Motor Activities, by Henry Colella and Mario
Truglio (1 disc, 12 in., 33 1/3 rpm) $6.50.

AGE LEVELS:
USE:

VENDOR:

Early Childhood, Kindergarten
Manual Dexterity, Pantomiming, Finger Plays
EA

The songs and activities on this album were designed to develop fine
motor skills (finger dexterity and various types of hand manipulations)
in children who are slow learners. Activities were developed jn
B.O.C,E.S. schools for children with learning problems. The album
comes with a teacher's manual that describes the activities whi,r11,
include pantomiming, finger plays, and crafts. The songs have pia"
accompaniment, and vocal expresstwl either previous to, simultaneously
with, or immediately followin; the firitor response ijs desirable. Some
of t songs included on this album are: "Playmate," "Twinkle, Twinkle
Little Star," "Hickory, Dicke7y Dock." "Ten Little_ ingers," and
"Wheels Of The Bus."

144 Songs In_Motion:_ Gross Motor Activities, by Henry Colella and Mario
Truglio (1 disc, 12 in., 33 1/3 rpm) $6.50.

AGE LEVELS:
USE:

VENDO:

arly Childhood, Kindergarten

Walking, Jumping,:Marehing, Action Games, Dance, Skipping,
Hopping
EA

The songs and activities on this album weredeveloped in B.0 C.E.S.
schools for children with learning problems' to help children develop
gross motor skills. The album comes with a teacher's manual that
further describes the activities, which include 'Walking, skipping,
marching, hopping, clapping, dancing, jumping, moving freely to muic,



and acting out songs and stories.., The songs have piano accompaniment.
Some of the songs included on this album are; "Mulberry Bush,"
"Farmer In The Dell," "How Do You Do My Partner," IlDid You Ever See
A Lassie," and "Hokey Pokey."

I

145. 7lrainin In Sound Diseriminat
12 rpm $5.95.

4 AGE LEVELS: Primary, Intermediate
ifSE: Auditory Perception
VENDOR: Co

-mr

This record is the first in a series designed to provide progra coed
enrichment Tor children, with auditdry perceptual impairment. It

emphasizes ,the gross dicriminationof sounds. The record presents
sounds of varying pitches, intensities, and tempos, encouraging both
teacher,and students to actively participate to these sounds. A

slinp1Y,Stated'AnstrUttignal manual accamparies his record, which
is al mac},' vallabLe oil tape cassette for $7.50

Wier anent Matt Myself And Musical Games, by Harold Ledrone-
and MaVIJI#te Le Crone (1 disc, 10 la., 33 1/3 rpm) $4.95.

Kindergarten, Prim'ary, Intermediate
Perceptual-Motor Development, Gr6ssSE; kills,
Language-Ddjuelopment'

UDOR: LE

/

by Edward Scagliotta disc,

-11117S record supplies more than sixty language concepts including
twenty-eight di=rer word, ,opposites which, when correlated with body
movements, provide a stimulating perceptual-motor learning experience
for children. The female voice on side one of the record directs
children, to do simple actions about themselves; side two uses female
and male voices accompanied by piano to direct three musical games

_a include walking arquftd in'a circle, sliding,-and e series
of -vement patterns. This record has value in encouraging learning,
cognitive development, and 'social development.

147 ogaqesics, by Rachel Carr (3 discs, 12 in., 33 1/3 rpm) $24.95.

AGE LEVELS: Junior High, Senior High, Adult
USE: laxation, Flexibility, Body Awareness, Posture
VENDOR:

Hatha yoga involves various essential exercises,' - postures and deep
breathing techniques. TheSe4lree records supplemented by large
poster illUptrations, prey ek five-meek course designed specifically'
to enhaice flexibility of knee', spine, trunk, neck and shoulders.
Behefitand'purpOses-of.tach posture are listed. All activities,
including,neditation instruction are performed to specially prepared
music

0
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RECORDS FOR PHYSICAL FITNESS

Music, either with spoken instructions or no verbal accompaniment,
can provide tremendous incentive for individuals to participate in
strucred, vigorous physical activities. Many of these records include
both spoken instructions for exercise and physical activities and music

alone. This lets the teacher/leader use musiconly parts of the record
for routines created by participants.

Physical fitness is extremely important, especially beginning at-an
early age. Fitness activities do not have to be limited to calisthenics

and digging! These records give numerous ideas for exercise and actiVitieL
to prromote fitness in individuals of all ages.

143. And The Heat Goes
Bra2elton discs

Ph I Education- Ele
rprn) $12.95.

a se

AGE LEVELS: Primary, intermediate, Junior High, Senior H1g
USE: Physical Fitness, Cross Motor Skills
VENDOR:

The material contained on these reco,rds and in the. accompanying
manual can motivate children with varying abikities to.,:respiond,po
motor development program that uses contemporary mOSiZ-andorc
tration. Tunes are presented on olle'side of each:album with v_ial
instructions for body position and movements, The'reverse sides are
instrumental only. The manual includes objectikres of evrciWesi'
sketches, of sequence movements, and printed directions for starting
posit s, executing movements, drld adapting movements to 'e. musical
score or instance, "There's A Kind-Of hush" has as its primary_
objective neck and shoulder flexion; "Gain' Out Of My Head" objectives
include creativity, coordination, and exploration of morpment,' Akbnis
can be used din perceptual development programs, movement eXploraeion,
physical fitness' activities, and for exercising isolated body parts,
The alburns'%instrumental sides allow for individual creation of
movements.

149. And The_Be et Co On And On, by
33 1/3 rpm .95.

ALE LEVtLS: junior High, Senior High
Physical Fitness, Balanc
Cardiovascular - Endurance

elL011 0 disc, 12

Perception
VENDOR: EA

it ,

_A
rdinatton, Muscular and

0,Motor Skills, Kinesthetic

Popular Beatles' tunes plus innovative and challenging exercises
combine to encourag-e internali_ -wareness of rhythmical heats,
physical speeds, and space--itit-rodAice five locomotor movements, _
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enhance balance, coordination, and enddrance. Ambrose Brazelton has
'ereatedlimaginatiVe activities to fit such tunes as-"Eleanor Rigby,"
"Ob \La Di, Ob La Da," "Got To Get You Into Hy Life," and others.
Side one contains the vocal commands to the music and side two is
music only, allowing for complete creativity by-youngsters.

_ Physi-
cally or motoricallyunfit students could-be stimulated to participate
in fitness activities using this record.

150. Animal WalksWithRhytl-iT Instrument Accompaniment, by Joe Stein (1 disc,
12 in, 33 1/3 rpm) $5.95.

AGE LEVELS: Intermediate
USE: Physical Fitnes6s, Locomotor Rhythms, Musical Instruments
VENDOR: EM

This record was first presented as a pilot program in various schools
near San Jose, California. It was also demonstrated on K.G.O. TV
there under the title Formula For Fitness. The beat of `a large Trum,
the scraping of sand blocks, the tapping of wood sticks, shaking a
tambolrine and castanets, beating a bongo, and tubbing a gyiro are
individually iiiipOrtant to-each of the ninetumbling movements. 'A

male voice directs exercises slowly.and careEully-"While One.ormure
of the above instruments indicates' the main rhythm of-the music r':
The purpose of this approach is to promote erithOlas_tic pn011
volyetnent,ino physical fitness program. The music entinceo,c0-
ordination bodily movements with rhythm, develops
to play a rhythm instrument accurately, and combine- -komp1.1.3

mentary activities -physical education and music. In cute. and
secondary level students could be stimulated by this cr ;]_ye-_Use

of music and motor movements.

151 Body_ConditlysilhtE9r Teens And Adults, by'Harold
Jane LeCrone (1 disc, 10 in., 33 1/3 rpm) $4.95.

eCrone and N

AGE LEVELS: Junior High, Seriior High, Adult
USE: .

ex% Physical FitneA', Gross __tor.Skills, Cardiovascular
Endurance

VENDOR: LE

This record is intended as a tool for improving and maintaining body
condition through good exercise. Stretching, reaching, bending,
twisting, kicking, and rolling should be done with much vigor to
achieve maximurn levels of body tone, condition, circulation, and
fitness. Exercises are designed for individuals, families, or mot-Or

-development classes. The background organ mu-lo was corgi osed
specifically for each exercise,: with all exercises on side one
performed in standing pasitionand those on side two performed on
the floor. Directions are given on the record and complete-in--
struction, including seventy-five photos, are enclosed with the
record,
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15Z. Chicken Fat

AGE LEVELS:
USE:

VEWOR:

disc, 7 in., 45 -) $1.50.

Junior High, Senior High, Adult
Physical_ Fitness, Gross Motor Skills, Cardiovascular
Endxtrande, Muscular Endurance
K

Chicken Fat LI also referred to as "The Youth Fitness Song" by
Gertrude Hallenbeck and Bob Kimble Who-choreographedthe exercise
routines of this fast tempo physical fitness record. Adolescents
and older teens in motor development or recreation programs may enjoy
the lively commands of, Meredith Wilson as he invites them to "Touch-
down," "Push Up," "Run in Place," and "Go You, Chicken Fat, Go Away."
Objectives include practicing physical fitness through a complete
four-minute .rapid exercise period, encouraging full use of Limbs
while exercising, and monvating young people to -use gross motor
skills through a march type music with words which inject humor 6'

the commands. This record maybe useful with adults too. r

153. Cooperative Activities, by Norma Pou e (1 disc, 113J rpm)
$8. 95.

ACE LEVELS: Intermeda_ater tJunior High
USE Phygftal Fitness, Gros Motor Skills
VENDOR: EA.

These are cooperative exercises that ch.ildren in grades three through
eight ma - perform with partners. All areas of the body are involved
in exercises that stretch the muscles. The opposing partnet provides
the help and tension needed to make activities both isotonic
isometric. Range of movement extends from stretching, bending,
twisting and lunging to motionless ,isometric exercies. Side one:
.includes vocal commands by Ambrose Brazelton with music accompaniment-
and e twO,has music only. This record may be useful In physical
educ Lion t-recreatioe programs.

6 Developmental Exercises -= Elementa 'redes--Mus and Calls: Grades
One and Two, by Dorothy King (L disc, 12 in., 3 1 rpm) $6.75,

AGE LEVELS: Primary, Intermediate
USE: Physical Fitness, Cross Motor Skills
,VENVOR:, H

This record was designed to develop physical fitness of first and
second graders. The record is based upon four sets of exercises taking
filie minutes each Each set is different for the sake of variety yet
is cooposed of a series of exercises designed for the development of
all major*nuscle groups. The exercises are named after common objects,
animalsqr body positions,' such as propellers, trees in the wind,
walruori, tummy tarn. Set one can be used in a classrooM; set, two,
c,, three,) and four require more'space. Also on this album are skipping,
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sliding, galloping and rope jumping music witfi-verbal directions.
When teed in succesion and performed vigorously and carrectlY,-
hese exercises represent a basic developmental program. Many
exercises were derived from the Presidrur'q Council on Physical

ness and Sports, with backgrounc welodie- from European and
American folk heritage.

155. Develo mental! E arc see Grades--Music and Calls
Grades Three and Four, by Dorothy K ag (1 12 in., rpm

$6.75.

-:SAGE LEVELS: Intermediate
USE: Physical Fitness, Cross Motor Skills, Cardiovascular

Endurance
VENDOR: H

This record, designed for grades three and four to develop physical
fitness, consists of four sets of exercises which take five minutes
each. Each set is different yet composed of exercises designed to
develop all major muscle groups. Names of exercises include the
windmill, the coffee grinder, and the seal. Set one can be used
in a classroom, but other sets require more space. At the completion
of each set, children are instructed to run because the author feels
this is a major contributor to cardiovascular development. Many
exercises have come prom the President's Council on Physical'Fitness
and Sports. The background melodies are from American and European
folk heritage with the ther;te and rhythm appropriate to the exercise
and the age level.

156. [ievelo' mental Exercises for Elementa Grades-- s' and Calls:
grades Five and Six and Junior High School, by Dorothy King (i disc,
12 in. , 33 1 rpm) $6.75

ACE LEVELS: Intermediate, Junior High.

USE: Physical Fitness, Gross Motor Skills, Cardi vase ar

Endurance
VENDOR:

This record, designed for grades five and six and junior-high grades,
consists of four sets of exercises taking five minutes each. Each

set is different for the sake of variety, yet all are:deSigned for
the development of major muscle groups. Set one can beAlsed in a
classroom, while sets two, three, and four require more space. At

he completion of each set participants: are instructed to run, which
the'author relates as a, necessary culmination to each series because
of its contribution-to cardiovag.cular development. Many exercises
on this record come from the President's Council on Physical Fitness
and Sports, and background melodies are from American and European
folk heritage with the theme -and rhythm appropriate to the exercise
and age level.



157.' Do Your Own Think With The New Sound
1/3 rpm) $12.95.

by Judith Brown dics, 12 in.,

AGE LEVELS: intermediate, Juri4r High
USE: Physical Fitness, Gross Motor Skills, Flexibility,

Muscular Endurance, Coordination
VENDOR: ED

This album contains music and commands designed to developrCertain
muscle groups, coordination, and a knowledge of phrasing of music
and rhythmical movement to music. There are three selections on
each side. Each selection is preceded by a teaching band which,gives
instructions for the movements to be incorporated in that selection.
The initial commamirmrrated by Dick Leger is always.the same:. "In
all of these exercises-you start off in the (named) position." The
album was created especially for boys and girls in grades four through
eight. The vigorous, challenging positions (jumping jacks, sk:ups,
half knee bends, crab kicks, hopping, flutter kicks) invite children
to participate in a structured physical fitness and rhythm activity.
Some activities may be used in a classroom; all may be used in a
physical education or recregtion program.

L58. Elementary School Exercises_

AGE LEVELS: Intermediate
USE: Physical Fitness, Cross Motor Skills
VENDOR:

usic (1 disc, 12 in., $5.00.

The purpose of this album and accompanying manual for elementary
school physical education teachers and recreation leaders is twofold:
(1) to make the time utilized for warmup exercises more enjoyable
for children, and (2) to include routines that utilize all parts of
the body. Musical selections are contemporary and rhythmical: " "Hey,

Look He Over," "76 Trombones," and "Hello Dolly," for instance.
Besides developing motor movements and increasing body awareness,
the suggested routines or those created by the - teacher can be
demonstrated for an audience. Activities such as clapping, stomping,
marching, or swaying could lead up to more complicated calisthenics,
ball handling, rope jumping, and/or gymnastics.

59. Exercise is

12 in.,

LEVELS:
USE:-

VENIOR:

Stuff, by Douglas Evans and Gloria Evans (1 disc,
rpm) $8.95.

Kindergarten, Primary
Physical Fitness, Jumping Marching, Flexibility,
Coordination, Muscular urance, Cardiovascular Endurance
K

This album contains eleven children's action songs that arel,short
enough for kindergarteners to retain and can be-:,adapted through the
second grad level. The songs may be used to develop the following
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skiLls: attention sparii, rhythm,. flexibility, locomotor skills, and
coordination. Specific movement and activities include duck walk,
jurnping,)slcipping, marching, rolling, extending arms and legs while
lyin&pja flyor, bunny hop, And toe touch. An accompanying, illustrated
manual conealns song lyrics as well as suggested movements and ac-
tivities. One side of the record has vocal and instrumental music
so children can sing along; the otheehas instrumental music only.

160. Exercises For The Classroom Volume One (3 discs, 7 in. , 33 1/3 rpm)
6.9

AGE LEVELS: Intermediate, Junior high
USE: Physical Fitness, Balance, Ebsture
VEMOR.:

Exercises For The CLassrcorrr, Volume _One is a physical fitness program
designed for limited space to be used by children in intermediate
grades through juniorhigh grades. Verbal( directions and notes on
the record cover explain two types of motor development exercises: (1)

postural alAument (standing and sitting) and (2) balance (st:anding
and sitting3. The record provides musical accompaniment for all
exercises. A teacher, physical educator_-or recreator who has limited
space but desires physical exercise involvement for students will
find this record useful, particularly for children in need of remedtal
motor activities.

161. E rc r The Classroom, Volume C Two (3 discs, 7-in., 33 113 -rpm)

ACE LEVELS: -Intermediate, Junior
USE: Physical Fitne-ss, Strength, Flexibility
VERTOR:'

Fercises For The Classroom, Volume Two is an extension of Volume One.
Ith records are designed for limited space to be used by children in
int=ermediate grades through junior high-grades for enhancing physical
fitness. Directions are presented with music accompaniment; included
on the cover are additional notes to explain the following motor
development exercises: strength and stretch (sitting exercises),
strength and stretch (standing exercises), and v Brous activities
(standing).. Children with perceptual-motor learn g problems or in
need of remedial motor skills will, find this record useful. Its
primary value, however, is to the teacher, physical educator, or
recreator whose space is limited but who desires physical exercise
involvement for students..

162. A Fitness Experience: Continuous Rhythmic Invol
Fun And Fitness, by Jack.i Sorensen (2 discs, 12 i

meat For Classroom

AGE LEVELS: Junior High Grades
USE: ,Physical Fitness, Cardiovascular Endur

1

- IOR: EA

7 6

1/3 rpm) $12.95.

Flexibility



Mese records offer vigorous aerobic dance routines combining
calisthenics and jogging to provide a fitness program for the
classroom, recreation center, or gymnasium. Aerobic techniques set
to a contemporary big band sound encourage participation and help
students to obtain amaximum amount of Conditioning in the time
devoted to physical" activity. The records contain both music, and
cue§, and music only for classroom or performance. An illustrated
instruction manual Is included.

163. Fit
2.95.

Fun For Everyone, by Arden Jervey (2 discs _2 in., 1/3 rpm)

AGE LEVELS,: Early Childhood,,

USE: Physical Fitness
VENDOR: EA

Kindergarten

Physical fitness exercises set to simple, familiar Melodies are
narrated with clear and concise instructions so that young children
may follow along without adult leadership and may, in fact, lead
other children. The exercises were designed to develop legs,
shoulders, waist, abdomen, feet, and back in a limited space.
example, exercises include bend jump, arm swing, cross

arms,
For

sit stretch,
trunk bending, foot rocker, and abdominal pumping. These albums are

. available on tape cassette for $13.95; a guide accompanies both.

164. Get FitWhile You Sit, by Ambrose Brazelton and Gabriel DeSantis (1 disc,
l2 in., 33 1/3 rpm) $6 95.

ACE LEVELS: Primary, intermediate,.

USE: Physical Fitness, Strength, Coordination
VENDOR: EA.

This record is designed to give in =seat and in-classroom exercises
which are simple, take a short time to complete; and at the same
time enhance physical fitness, muscle strength, coordina,tion,
bilateral awarenss and retentive potential. An accompanying manual
gives the sake directions as are spoken on the record and provides
sketches depicting a boy performing each exercise step bystep.
Whether used in the classroom, in a physical education setting, or
as a recreational activity, these exercises have the added advantage
of improving
integration-

_65. JunaLsic s,

AGE LEVELS:
USE:

VENDOR-

listening skills, auditory memory, and auditory motor
This album is available on tape cassette for $7.95.

6

by Charles B. Corbin (2 discs, 12 in., 33 i/3-rpm),$12.95.

Primary, Intermediate, Junior High
Physial Fitness, Cardiovascular Endurance,
Agility, ,Conrdination, Hopping
EA

77
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Jumpnastics is a physical ducation program in which eleMen'tary.
studenp,can physically exert themselves without requiring spee:a
equipment. Arm Movements with hoppin patterns are the basis of
the activities perfo4rmed to these albrrs of modern music and easy
directions/: The patterns can be performed by thirty to forty
children in an area of fifty-square feet and are designed-to improve
balance, agility, coordination, rhythm, and development of physical
fitness. The first album of the set narrates directions to component
movements and to some basic routines. Most of the second album is
instrumental and can be'used to repeat tkese routines or in
choreographing new routines. ,A sixteen-Page manual diagrams m ve-
ments and outlines basic routines, as well ea giving teaching
sugges4ons. Teacherkand leaders should listen to the albums,
before use, since the tempo of the music may be .too fast for slow
Learners-,or those with motor impairments.

166- Modern Body by Andy Franklin (1 disc, 12., 33 1/3 rpm
$8.95.

ACE LEVELS:' Primary, Intermediate, Junior High
USE: Strength, Coordination, Muscular Endurance
VEglOkl

This record presents physical fitness activities set to popular
music. Exercises lare intended for isolated parts of the body as
well as for overaljbody conditioning and coordination. One side
of the album contains music and vocal commands; the other has only
music. An illustrated teacher's manual is also included. Songs on
the record are: "Killing Re Softly!' (arms,shoulders, upperback),
"Getting It On" (coordination, stamina, concentration), "Ain't NO
Womap". (torso flexibility, leg strength, coordination), "You're So
Vain"7-(coardination, stamina, working with partner), "The Night When
The Lights Went Out in Georgia" (arm strength and coordination)
"The Right Thing To Do" (movement, listening skills, overall
conditioning), and "Tie A Yellow Ribbon" (abdorhinal strength., leg
strength).

167 Modernilynamic_Physical Fitness Activities: Primary Grades, by Ed
Durlacher (2 discs, 12 in., 33 1/3 rpm) $12.95.

AGE LEVELS: Intermediate, 'Junior High
USE: 'Strength, Flexibility
VENDOR: EA

Ed Durlacher, a-gkuare dance authority, approaches physical fitness_
in an easy talk-through-do-through method useful for children in
grades four through nine. Each side of this two-record album
progresses sequentially into the'next and includes exercises to music
for fun,,warmups, flexibility, and strength. Instructions for each
bf the exercises are succeeded by easy to follow commands. Exercises
include aim swings, hopping, push-ups, kicks, trunk etch, and frog
jumps.
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16,$. P steal Fitness For Preschool and'Kinde ailten Children, by Harold

LeCrone and Mary Jane Le in 3 1/ rpm) 0.95.

AGE LEVELS:
tifSE - --

VENDOR:

Limary

A feMaielvoCdIis h piano ac ompaniment directs these rhythmic
physical fitness exercises for preschooland"kindergarten c141dren.
Twenlydxercises stressing deep breathing'are presented in a Clear
song and voice commentary. EachYXercise has specific motor,--develop-
pent purposes Nth-are described on the record jacket. Most should

be done7vjgorously, with the entire set taking fifteen minutes. 'These
eXerciseaare useful to the classroom teacher for between acadeMic
activittesand they are valuable to the phYsical educator or
recreator as an introduction to physical fitness.

1 9. 1'h -s ical Fitne

LeCrone (1 d

AGE LEVELS:
USE:
VENDOR: LE

ry Children, by Harold LeC ne and Mary Jane

1/3 rpm:) $4.95.

mart'; Intermediate.

Physical Fitness

These original rhythmic exercises, composed especially to promote
physical fitness of prdmary children, are directed 'by a female
vocalist with piano accompaniment. Sixteen exercises are presented
in a sing-Song manner, snmetimes with specific directions and'-other
times with repetitive verse which encouifflos modeling of leader's
actions. Each exercise has specific motor development- purposes
which are described on the 'record jacket. Mostex Id.be

done vigorously,,butslow or-relaxing exercise ope'r

inter Is in order to encourage Self-control _Nnd As

children advance in exercise experience, effort- have :

them exercise in rhythm to the music. For best tes ii -,`s, lea le
, .

should familiarize themselves with the movements be 'present clan.

170. Physicial Fitness For Intarmedidte trades, byflarold LeCrone
Jane LeCrone (1 disc, 10 in., 33 1/3 fpm) $4.95.

and Mary

AGE LEVELS: Intermediate

USE: Physical Fitness
VENDOR:' LE

Like the LeCrones'\ records for young children, this album contains
original rhythmic exercises to promote physical fitness in inter-
mediate grades. A male vocalist speaks and sings instructions with
-piano and organ accompaniment. Presentation format allows for two,
fifteen - minute periods of exercise time, with each of the seventeen
exercises having specific motor development purposes which are
described on the record jacket. Most should be done vigorobely and
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the movements strongly directed. Howgye, at iroper intervals there
are exercises which are slower and more relaxing. Exelcise leaders
must be familiar wItH the moveMentsd3efore.Oresentation as the over-
all speed is rapid. Due,to the rapa,te po, this album may not be
suitable for children with,perCeptual or ()tor impairments.

171. IemeCensiFitssF (1 disc, 12 in.,
33 1/3 rpm) $8.95.

ACE LEVELS: .Kindergarten, Primary, intermediate
USE: Strength,Coordination, POs,ture
VENDOP.:- L

I

Ph sica1 Fitness For The Yotinget, Volume One presents action
stories in si6ng to4increase strength and coordination in leg and
trunk musclep, abdominal, arm, shoulder, and chest muscles, and to
Promot good posture. Original titles and music incbUdet "The
Elephant," "Happy Children," "The Rabbit," "I'm A Little Book," and
'The Happy Windmill." This album is useful for early childhood through
intermediate grades and offei-s participants an opportunity to respond
to commands with appropriate movement. Side A includes vocal and
instrumental, and side B is music alone.

l72. Ph-sical Fitness. For Th oung Set, Volume Two (1 disc '12 in.,
33 i/3 rpm) $8.95

AGE LEVELS: Kindergarten, Primary, intermediate
USE: Strength, Coordination, Gross Motor Skills
VENDOR: L,

Ph sical Fitness_ For The Youn er Set iume Two contains'a Lien
stories in song to-help children increase strength and -oord nation
irr arm, shoulde ,ond.abdominal muscles as well as stim ate
circulatio- an provide various locomotor movemenes. F rmation
and space sections are given. Original titles and mu is include:
"The Magic ciord Is Exercise," "Stretch Like A Cat," "Sing Along
With A HO HO HO," "The Choo Choo Train," "Pony BrooM," and ','A
Pussycat Can't Jump Rope." This album is useful for eaYly child-
hood-through intermediate grades;- giving children the opportunity.
to respond with ApproprIpte movement, tp informaXion presented.
`Side A includes vocal and instrumental; side B is music alone.
The exercises on this album require slightly More ability than
those presented in volume one.

173. Physical Fitness FerFor The Youn er Set, Volume Th- 12
33 1/3 rpm) $8.95.

kGE LEVELS: Kindergarten, Primary, Intermediate
US
VENDOR:

Physical Fitness, Balance, Flexibility
L.
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1

sical Fitness For_Th- Youn er Set Volume Three consists of action
stories in ig for all over body development, such as balance,
flexibility, nd circulation; knee bounces, strengthening neck
muscles, fling_ng arms; and bending and twisting the body. More

ability is re 'red so perform these exercises than those on
first two vo, es. Side A gives vocal and music directi anr:.

side D is in trumental alone, allowing for creative resp_ se of
participan motorrecreation,(.This record could be'used in recreator develdp-

. 7

ment, and ysical education programs to remediate grossiaoter
skills and enhance development of left to right progression, overall
mobility, and agility, as well as:promote physical fitness in
general. Selections include"Fancy Dance Parade," "Katie The
Kangaroo," "Tom Tom Rock," "The Donkey With The Crooked Ear," "Hew
Do You Do, I'm A Bat," and "LLeyt Foot, Dight Foot."

if

74. Ph-- al Fitness For The Youn=er S Vol Four (1 disc, 12 in.,
1 rpm) $8.95.

AGE LEVELS: Primary, intermediate
USE: Physical Fitness, Balance, Flexibility
VENDOR:

C
Physical Fitness For The Youn er Set, Volume Four consists of action
stories in song. Trunk twisting, knee lifting, stretching of
tendons and muscles, balance, flexibility of neck, arm, back and
shoulder.mcles, and.waist and midriff movements are several exer-
,cises call for on the record.' Volume7:four requires greater ability

mto per is and follow directions than:vOlumes one through three.
Side gives vocal directions with instrumental accompanim t, and

Sid B is instrumental only. Thus, children from primary gr des
up/can use their ow=n creativity to exercise to this music. Selections

..elude: "Honestly, Daddy, We're Good As Gold;" "Shy Lions," "Cuddly
:Ducks," "Dancin' Round The May Pole Tree," "The Leopard Cats," and
"The Happy Clock."

75. Ph aical Funness) Children's Son For Rhythmic Activities, by
Douglas Evans'and Gloria Evans (1 disc, 12 in., 33 1/3 rpm) $8.95.,

. ,

AGE LEVELS: Kindergarten, .Primary ,

USE: Gross Motor Skills, Flexibility, Cardiovascular
Endurance, Muscular Endurance, Coordination

VENDOR. K

This i an alliutn of children's action songs that are short enough
for kin ergarteners to 1-61-lain yet can I:le:adapted through the second
grade level. ,The songs may be used to develop all parts of the hpdy
and also enhance rhythm, flexibility, endurance, locomotor skfl'1s,
and coordination. Individual and partner activities include bending,
squatting, animal walks, twists, kiCking, and rolling for a fun
approach to physical.fitness. These areas are particularly benefiCial
to developmentally delayed children. 'Theaccompanying illustrated
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manual contains` song lyrics as well as-suggested movements and ad7
tiVities. One side of-the-record hai calandinstrumental_music-.
so children can sing along; the other ha nstrumental music only_.

r

Postural ovement
Josephine Christal.di

AGE LEVELS: Primary
USE:, Posture
ATENDOR: EA

vities For All A es, by Jacob D. Geiger and
1/3 rpm) -12.95.

Intermediate, Junior High,
Strength, Flexibility

for High, Adult

This four--record get suggests a variety of techniques for
poor poiture. An illustrated manual shows the leader how
.the posture of* students to determfne who needs help, with

_ manual explaining specific exercises for improveme
alas. Each record dontainA several exercises for wal
strengthening, abdominal strengthening, stretching for b

and shoulder strength, chest stretching, flexibility o
improved head position. Children with motor and physics

-might particularly benefit fromgtheseeexercises.

improving, ,

to evaluate
both records
n partiCular

foot
legs

rte, and

handicaps

177. 1Preschoel Ac ivities F
Jane LeCrone (1 d-

hildfen, by Harold LeCrOne
1/3 in) $4.95.

?-

AGE LEVELS: Earl .Childhood, Kindergarten
Physical Fitness
Development

VENDOR:- LE

Original i'hythmic melodies and words on this album coMposed
especially fot young children to develbp physical f ss through
perceptual motor activities involving self-awareness exercises, body
image, directionality, and laterality. '41iigling, rocking, rolling,
spinning; crawling, walking, balancing, hopping, clipbing, running,
stepping; kicking, shaking, and tiptoeing a.- all 4 part_of.the'
rhitty acrivitie and action songs on this ten-ip9h recdtd. Side
one presents sO cific positions and movements m col= Side two
includes comPl e actiovOngs. These gross motor activItieg are
valuable for_ e Child with perceptual-motor impAi mentiftg
any,child-Who can-benefit from sensory, motot cises.

Gross Motor Skips, Perceptual-

178. Rh hmrix: on inuou Exercise.Routines, by Jacob Geiger and Daniel
Falco' '(2-discs, 12 in. 1/3 rpm) $12.95.

AGE LEVELS:' ItiterM ate, Junior High, Senior High
,_Physical `Fitness, Grogs Motor Skills

VENDOR: EA

Rhythmia drill i d a continuous series-Of physical e erdises done
time to music.: _g two 14hythmrix albums present eight thythmid

each all; having a different musical atcompaniment and



containing exerdi es of varying degrees difficulty woven-into-a
definite pattern. Music for each drill. perform0 Once, with voice
Cues and again without cues.' Complete instructions for:eachsequence
are giyepin the accompanying manual.- Thib record can help children,of
all'abiliiies develo aspects of physical fitness, gross Motor skillb
ailif-boOycontrol. -

179. Pro reseive Exercise Lessons- Desi-ned For Classroom
a citation, by Lester V. Smith and Gabriel DeSantis- 4 disds, 12 in.,
1/3 rpm) 125.0-

-AGE LEVELS:
USE:

Primary, -In ermediate
4-11hysida.1 Fitness;--GrOss Motor. Sk 1S erceptual-Motor
DevelorAent

V1NDOR: EA

Roomnastics consists of. contemporary music and instructional-,cues for
-imprc6ing participants' physical fitness levels and motor-perceptual and
movement.skills. Each of the four records in; this set is a thirteen-
minute lesson intended for one week's use. ssonv,include runnin,

s,walkIng,.stretching,-bending, rotating arm i wisting, toe touching,
AridAumping, designed to enhance locomotor abilities, balance,flaterality,
directionality, and overall fitness.

.

180. Roomnastics II:- Pro ressive Exercise Lessons
Participation, by Lester V. Smith and Gabriel
-33 1/1 rpm) $25:95.

AGE LEVELS:'

USE:

VENDOR:

Primary, Intermediate
Physical 'Fitness,: Gross Motor Skill .'Percep ualMoto-
Development
EA:

Desi ned for Classroom
DeSantis (4,discs,

it
Roomnastics II is a series'of contemporary music and
*structional cues directing children-in'physics1 fitness, motor-perceptual

.

and movement 4C-tivities. It continues the exercises presented in
,

Roomnastics contributing ,tophysigal dgvellbpment, body image, laterality,,
balance, and-locomotion as well as overall physical

fitness. Eightlessons on the four records in this set include ac-
tivities such as 'ring, ,Taing, bending, twisting, marching,-and jumping
all sequentially arranged. Each record is a thirteen-minute-ledson

Generally, this set, includes moreintended for one-week's u
ifficult eXerdlts tha

s And Garilea

McCormack 4 d n., 33, 1/3 rpm)_$2e7

ose. in Roomnast -ics.

sical Fitness For 8( d Girls, by Marie

AGE LEVELS-: 'Pamary G
upn Pdsru
VENDO

es
t,



Marie McCofmack, er.and authorlty on bealth and physical
education, has writ ie 1 ;original 'lyrics for A group of song/exercises
'especially for young children concerning sub-' tsappealing t14
The young child can identify 'with Posture .Pet, as he takes him/hei.
through simple yet vigorous games which include raising arms, bending

4--- over, sitting,' standing, and Walking like Animqls, objects, and evert
letters` and toys.- Me exercises were createdjo Help prevent thj
formation o'poor Posture habits and td help correct poor functional
habits already evident. Teachers may,Irte'-the album as a pep -up ,during
classroom hours,, ana'motor development teachers will find thepace of
the directionseven by.a'male Voice)-usable for a variety of
Physical activ ies.
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